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Tenant disputes
to be settled
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example, the process would not
A new mediation project will be effective on security depo$it
begin second semester to help disputes where the landlord -did
solve landlord, tenant, and not return a large enough
amount to the tenant. Those
roommate disputes.
The service, provided by cases would still be handled by ·
the Commuter Transfe·r ·· legal services .in .a small claims
Center, will allow students' court. With mediation there is_
problems to be settled our of no mechanism to make the
landlord ·pay, said Pete Lacey,
c.o urt.
Tenants will bring their a legal services intern.
· One of the most common
conflicts to the center and ask
for Maggie Morrison or Jim problems' mediation solves is
Cox who coordinated the conflic.ts between roommates.
program. They will decide if . If a student breaks a lease and ,
does not find another
mediation will work.
Cases will also be referred to roommate a . burden is placed
the center by Counselling and on the other tenants.
An-other difficulty arises
Testing if the matte_r extends
beyond a counselling problem. when a student sublets his
This will be a free student apartment for the semester and
service, similar to UN H legal does not pay the landlord the
services, sponsored by the money he is receiving from the
subletter. In this case the
Student Activity Fee.
. Fog settled on students walking and riding down Main St on Thursday night. (Rob Bossi photo)
The first step of mediation is MEDIATION, page 7
a consultation between the two
mediators and the disputants .
A settlement is then drawn up
and signed by both parties. .
The contract however is not .
legally binding in court. For

By Maureen O'Neil

. Heading to co~,vention

Two students -elected to caucus

Library
check·s ·
-ho.u rs
By Nancy Kaplan
Low student utilization of
the Dimond Library on Friday
nights does not warrant
extending - the hours on a
regular basis, according to
Loan Librarian Barbara Lerch.
Library hours were extended
past the 9 p.m. closing time last
Friday for the first of four times
done each semester. The library
will also b.e kepfopen tonight.
The library keeps statistic;:s of
how many students take
advantage of the extendC:.Q. __

By Chris Heis~oberg
before the caucus that elections · getting students involved in this students inv.olved in the
caucus . ."Thi.s· is_the·first,in the process," _ DSO Co-chairm~n
UN H senior Sarah Dingle · would 'be held . . 1-·. i · .
have lots
"The purpose of the interim · nation j:,rim~ry~
and junior Kim Kaiser were
c 'A UCUS, page 19
elected Wednesday by the
convention is to strengthen and of influence, we want -t o get the
Durham · Democratic Caucus
give new blood to the state
to represent Durham at the
is in
evidently ,Town
party, whichoutgoing
State Democratic Convention. . disarray,"
The caucus, which was held
Chairman James Horrigan told
at 30 Mill Road, elfcted five
the caucus.
also from · Exet~r, had_ ·g one
Horrigan warned the caucus By Susan Semeraro
delegates, · five alternate
Her
On Friday, October 7, .home for the weekend.
delegates for the Nov. 29 State- not to vote for the delegates
because of the candidates they Thomas Doherty of Exeter, roommate, Monica 1101ahan, a.
Mjdterm Convention, aha
support. "This is not a straw was found guilty_of one charge freshman talked to Doherty.
town chairman, vice chairman,
"He asked me if Mary was
of simple assault and tw_o
_poll."
and secretary/ freasurer
here," Holahan said. "She
Most • of the candidates charges of ciminal trespass.
positions. About 50 people
Doherty allegedly entered wasn't so I got him out as
discussed · their feelings on
attended the caucus.
economic and social issues, Fairchild Hall early Sunday quickly as possible."
The Durham Caucus had
At approximately 8:40 a.m.,
education, and the nuclear morning, Sept. 4. He was
originally held ·their delegate
freeze. The caucµs, however, looking for a woman he knew Paula· · Davis (not her real
elections on August 25 caucus,
took no official stand on the on the floor. The woman, Mary
but the results w·e re notASSAULT, page 15
Williams,(not her rea l name )
issues..
accepted by the State
The Democratic Student -.·=__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,;___ _ _ __,
Democratic Party because they
Orga-nizat,ion was active in
had not been notified ten days
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B-52's to perform

DIMOND, page 8 '
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Ann Valenza and Jim Horrigan attended the Democratic
Caucus meeting Wednesday evening. (Robyn Lorden ·
photo)

By Marya Horsman
Dance this mess around. The
B-52's are·c_o mingto UNH field
house on October 30.
According to Sharon
-Hemeon, president of the
Student .Committee on Public
Entertainment (SCOPE), the
organizationo,nlybroughtfive
show~ to campus last year due
to internal problems.
Those problems appear to be
solved she said. Billy Idol is
scheduled to perform sometime
in December.
Hemeon contacted two band
agencies this summer, ICM and
ITG, both in New y ork, ·in an
effort to increase communication.
Cheryl Ay·les, Business
Manager for SCOPE, said
many of last years problems
have been cleared up. She sees
this year's staff as being much
more efficient. Communica~ion, she · said, has also
improved greatly between

SCOPE staff and other
·
· agencies.
Last years SCOPE ,presi-:
dent, Gail Taylor, did oot have
the time to devote to the
-organization that other ·
presidents. have had, . sai'd
Renee Romano, advisor to
SCOPE and MUB. programmer. This led to problems
with communication and staff
organization, she said adding
th at there also were
communication problems
between SCOPE staff and
band agencies. ·
The lack of seating space has
caused several bands to refuse
offers to play at UNH because
of limited ticket revenue.
"Many bands are just too
expensive, and the audience
s!ze at UNH isn't enoug_h to.
f,~anc~, them at cu~rent ticket
.
. .pnc~s, Hei:neon said.
Ticket pnces are kept as low
B-52's, page 4
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For Roc k poli tics is a fam ily trad ition
By Michelle Evans
Juggling demands on her time are what respo~sibl~ and responsive. Jamie's
Student body politics are a make taking the position -for only one consc1ent1o us , committed, really
consuming passion for Jamie Rock, at year <;lifficult, she said
inter_e sted in promoting leadership on
times alrriost too consuming. Even a
"I don't know how she sleeps," said various· concerns, be . they the
. night out in downtown Durham usually Student Senator Gary DePeolo. "She Bookstore, or Career Planning."
And
means talking politics.
seems to be constantly at meetings or in Rock sees the Senate as"improvin gand
''It's not the type of job where I can the office."
,
maturing." Howesay I'm done for the .day. Every day
ver, she said, "We
when I leave here there's-at least20 more
Jamie Rock finds
still need to show
things, but I have to say 'it's time to it hard r1ght now to
we're . a credible
leave now'." . said the Student Body separate her roles as
.group of students. I
President.
President and
ahvays stress the
· A nati.ve of Nashua, New Hampshire graduating senior.
need to be profesRock cut her teeth on politics. Her For personal goals
sional about our
father was active in New Hampshire she said, ''I'd like to
job here ."
·
government, a fourth-term senator secure a job in New
Discussion of her
.when-he left office.
··
Hampshire. But my
individual goals
"I g.re.w hp wit!} dinner conversation s first job's not my
consistently works
about' whafs going on in the state," only job."
its way back to the
Rock said . . Her family has a strong
activities of the
UN H tradition as well. She will be the
A political sciSenate. One Senate.
fourth of five University graduates, and ence major, Rock
priorit.Y Rock
he r fathe r served on the Board or would like to enter
stressed . is keeping
public relations and
Trustees·for ten years.
the UNH bookstore
Rock takes pride in being an activist. possibly head to
owned and operat:As senior class president in high school Washington with
--- ...... ,,.,. ., ,".'"·
ed.
she said, "I was · the one banging an ·eye on the
The Senate has
streamers for the prom when everyone Senate.
.
also
formed a
''I
like
to
deal
._____
____
Career Planning
else was out getting a suntan."
· "She knows the system, "said Student with a differe.i it
JAMIE ROCK
and Placement Ad
Body Vice-Preside nt Roy Lenardson, group of people all the time.'' she said. . Hoc Committee to make recommenda "how it operates, what people to deal ·"This year showed me I have to be tions for the Senate. The Committee
with. She's very persistent, but in a nice interacting. I can't just sit at a desk and will survey companies that either come
way."
push a pencil."
.
or -dorft come to UNH, track placed
· Rock emphasizes commitment down
Gregg Sanborn, Dean of Student
students, and examine placement
. to being on time for appointment s. Affairs said, "The Senate has been very . policies of universities comparable
in

admissions.
Rock is also working to expand the
Senate's Residential Life Council. · A
new system of representing each dori:n ·.
with a vice-presiden t from that hall 1s
part of a pilot study th~t Rock would ·
like to see made permanent.
"We're looking at the whole area of
representatio n," Rock said. "The minidorms have one senator and five
different opinions."
."We need eyes in every hall saying,
'hmie, Roy, this is . what's _wrong in
Congreve, help,"' Rock said.
· She added that the expanded council
will be a challenge to institute involving
a change in the Senate Constitution and
an additional thirty members.
Director of Residential Life Carol _
Bischoff ·is pleased about the expanded
council. "We're too large a department
far stude.nts ta have meaninsful inpt1t, " .

Bischoff said.
"Jamie's been really involved with
this whole transition organizing
workshops," she said. "She's taken a
leadersh},P role in making this all
happen. .
"She has the ability to keep her job in
perspective," said Laurie U naitis, senate
executive board member. "She can
work with administrato rs and peers."
Another change Rock would like to
bring about in the Senate is direct

ROCK, Page 4

Dra win g the line betw een fai r, a,n d ·unf air
By Patti Bean
story. At this time she also
If a New Hampshire contacts the
consumer to
consumer .goes to the state assure him that the
case is being ·
government to complain about investigated.
a product or a service, their
The New Hampshire Unfair
case goes to Patti Torr. a 21 Sales Act reads,
"It shall be
year old senior at UN H. She is unlawful for any
business to be'
the Consumer Mediator for t he unfair' or deceptive in
practice
Division of Consumer Affairs · or conduct
of any trade or
in the New Hampshire cominerce-w ithin
the State." It
Attorney . General's Office .in .is th~ question
of whether or
Concord.
not business has been unfair
"I am the · Mediator between or
deceptive that Torr
· consumers and businesses that
investigates as the consumer
they are complaining againsf,"
mediator.
•
she said. ··My job is to decide
"I can very rarely see a clear ·
whether or not the consumer cut answer.
to whether or not a
has a valid complaint tinder the business'
has been unfair or
NH Statute for Consumer deceptive. There
is a very fine
Protection."
_ line between fair and unfair.
When consumers do have a
.. I have about 30 form letters
.valid complaint, either they've from which
to choose. If there
been treated unfairly or isn't
one to fit ~ particular
deceptively by a b·usiness, situation
then I work with one
Torr's first action is to write to _- of the lawyers
in the offic~ to
the business for their side of the write one,"_Torrexplain
ed. The

a

compan~es are more than 40 .percent of the complaints I
lawyer who works most closely
willing to respond to consumer receive are in regard to motor
with Torr is Jeff Howard.
complaints and if they have vehicles. When this happens I
. "I think that I've gotten the
been found in die wrong, try to refer them to an agency
most help from him," she said.
usually _settle out of court to that can help them. I don't like
.. He takes time everyday to
avoid bad publicity and larger to just leave them -hanging."
explain things to , me and is
always willing to answer any of · suits.
''
There is a lot of Tesponsimv questions." ·
.. I was a little bit in awe of the bility and power that goes
If companies are unrespon- power.I have in thisj')b,~'To rr · along with the job of the
sive · to Torr's first inquiry said ... I still can't quite get over Consumer Mediator but Torr's
another letter is sent. If there is seeing my name_ signed to an decisions do not go unchecked .
still no response, a third letter official letterhead from the Accordin_g to Anne Clark, the
Attorney General's Office."
of warning is sent. If, after a
Assistant Attorney General for
"f thought that I could help Consumer Affairs, .. Patti is
third letter, there is still nG>
response.To rr has the.power to all of the people who were closely supervised by the
being cheated. But I learned attorneys ,'in the office. She is
subpoena the company.
very quickly _that I can't help · very dilligent in her work and
At this point the case is taken
out of her hands and given to everyone and that not everyone seems to be doing a good job."
the lawyers'.deserves to be helped," she said.
.
Patti commutes two davs
·• At this point, it's out of my .. Lots .of times I get complain-ts each week to Concord to her
control," Torr said. 'Tm still from people who have just had office 1n the ::;tate House
involved in that I was the one plain bad luck as consumers, . Ailnex. As a Consumer
who brought the suit against but the businesses haven't done S t u d i es / P o Ii t i ca I S c i e n c e
them. but the lawyers take over anything wrong. I also get lots major, she said this experience
the proceedings. "
of consumer complaints that
CONSUME R, page 6
Torr added that most • are out of my jurisdiction. Over

NEWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL
-Franc e_sells jet .,. , .

Clark appoin ted

President Reagan -has announced his
France has agreed .to sell f1·ve Super choice to succeed James Watt as
of the Interior. Reagan made
Etendard Jets armed with · Exocet · ·Secretary
-·
b
· h ,
Missi_les, to Iraq. tsecause Iraq and Iran a surpnse
announceme nt y saymg es
have been at war for three years, the nominating his National . Secu•rity
arms deal has· many nations concerned Adviser, Judge .William Clark, to fill the
about the possible escalation of _·p ost. Reagan said Clark is a "Godhosrilities in the oil-producin g region. . fearing Westerner" and "a trouble
The Etenard Jet and the Exocet shooting, result-orient ed, professiontnissile were used successfully (n . the al." Clark will have to receive legislative
Falkla nd 's War a_nd could conce_ivably approval before taking over the post of
be used agai-nst Iranian Tankers.
· Secretary of the Interior.

NATIOnAL

'

New draft cards·
The US Selective Service syste m has
an nounced they are issuing wa llet-size
d raft registr~ti.on cards . These cards, ·
similar to the draft cards of the I 960's,
can be used. as lega 1. proof of
regi-stra tion.

Steame r found
D i ve rs from th e · N ation a l
Unde rwa te r a nd Ma rin e Agency ha ve
found Cornelius Va nd erb ilt 's trea sure
ladde n stea mshi p, T he W hite Lad y,
benea th the wa ters off Long Is land
So und_ T he 205 fo ot steamer sa nk off
the coast of Long Island on Jan uary 13,

1840 when it caught fire, killing 150
people aboard. The ship was carrying
$ I 05,000 in silver coins when she went
down. The agency does not plan to
salvage or raise the ship.

state
Comm ittee date set
NH ·Rep . James Demers ( D-Dover)
arid NH · Democratic Chairman George
Bruno will be meeting • with the
Compliance Review Board ,of the
Democratic National Committee in
Wa shington D.C. toda y to revie w earl y
p re sid ential primary plans.
T he Democratic National Committee
has set March 6 as th e da te for New
Ha m pshi re's p res id ent ia l primary. New
Ham ps hire has refused to fol low th e
co m m itt ee's recom mendat io n and has
sc he d ul ed t he state p rim ary for
Fe b ruary 28 . T he Co mm ittee has

threatened to block New Hampshire's
delegates from the National
Nominating Convention if New
Hampshire does not comply.
There will be a workshop concerning
students' legal rights in relation to
Selective Service_Registration and The
Solomon Amendment . The focu·s of the
workshop will be Legal exemptions,
alternatives and other aspects of
·registration . Bill Gavlin will be speaking
on Monday and Tuesday evenings, Oct.
24 and 25 from 7 to 9 p.m., in the
Granite Room of the MU B.

WEATHER
The National Weather Service is
predicting temperature s in the 70 s wi t h
a . chance of sho wers for F rid ay. -S ki es
will clear la te Friday wit h temperatures
in the 40s_ Fa ir wea th.e r w ith
temperatu rns in th e low 70s is p re di cted
for Sat urday wit h increasing clo ud s and
a chance of showe rs for th e e nd of the
weekend .
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Off- cam p.u s part ies incr ease
By Kenneth L. Fish
The first four weeks of this
school year were active weeks
for off-campus parties.
Durham chief of Police 'Paul
Gowen said off-campus parties
were worse this year than usual.
For three days, students "didn't
have an awful lot to do" he said
and the h_o t weather ~ight have
contributed to the students
having large parties. Labor
Day parties resulted in noise
complaints, littering fines and
alcohol-relat ed arrests.
"We were better prepared
this year, so it qidn 't seem as
bad," Gowen said.· "We knew
about the purty a day before it

, Dr Gerald Shulman ad~resses the audience at the Chemical
Dependen_cy Preventwn Program Tuesday. (Wayne
·
·
Mackeckme ph~to)

happened from a flyer we Had
gotten." Gowen would not say
how he got the flyer.
Despite the shift of large
student parties from oncamp us to off-campu s,
University and town officials
foresee few policy changes iri
police and Public Safety
response.
Associate Dean of Students
Bill Kidder . said the larger
number of off-campus stµdents
living in Durham and the

Gra nts 'f und facu lty ·pro je-c ts

•

By Steve McGilvary
A faculty developmen t fund
which will give financial
support tp the careers of UNH
iQ,s truct q rs _was announced, last ,
by interim President
, 1werk.
Gordon Haaland.
Portions of the fund will
allow selected faculty to "take
short courses. attend meetings,
trave l to libraries and
conferences" and enhance their
"overall scholarJy develop ment." said Raym_ond
Erickson. interim Vice
President for Academic
Affairs,
Haaland recently appropri atcd $10.000 from the Ellio"tt
Discretionar y Fund to finance
t-hc faculty aid program which
· he first proposed three years
ago. Haaland said the program
was postponed last year
because of "general concerns
over financial problems."

the money will remain
under the control of the
President's office, Haaland
said . Erickson said the source qf,Jt1f u-re faculty.aid grants wi II
continue to be - the Elliott .,
Endowment.
Haaland called the faculty
developmen t fund the first
"forma I program" at the
University to provide faculty
assistance "in such a systematic
wav."
to obtain a grant. each
interested instructor must
submit a one or two page
proposal. This will be
evaluated and answered within
a week by a committee
comprised of faculty members
from each college, Erickson
said.
He said he expects the
committee to be assembled and
ready to hear proposals within
a month .

The fund will be open to. all
faculty members, but senior
faculty are especially
"encourag ed" to apply,

page; 5•
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parties,
University's stricter drinking problems with the
at
ones
the
with
particularly
policies may have contributed
Young Drive, were that no one
to this shift.
liquor
Kidder said he wasn't obtained a one-day
ten days to two
concerned about future Labor license. It takes
D a y p a r t i e s s i n.c e t h e weeks to get one.
There are 'six cases going to
University will not open before
for selling liquor without a
trial
or
four
Labor Day for the next
and giving liquor · to
permit
five years. The· parties had
at parties at the
minors
said,
he
this,
nothing to do with
"this move has been planned PARTIES, page 18
for a while."
••we've had to deal with large
parties since I first got here in
75," Gowen said.
He said •he wants the town
and the University to work,
together to prevent further
complaints and accidents.
The Joint Durham-UN H
Committee will meet in midNovember to discuss party
controlling strategies.
However Kidder said, "Tm
..
unaware of any new plans." He By M-ichelle Champagu
Half of all fatal automobile
said UNH has always had close
contact with town officials and accidents are caused by
their mam concerns are alcohol.
In addition, "There . is no
"'preventing excessive noise;
single cause of alcoholism,"
injury or da·mage."
"Students who live outside said Jerry Schulman, who gave
the umbrella of the institution .the keynote address at
"are responsible to themselves ""Chemica l Dependen cy
for their conduct," Kidder said. Prevention Day" Tuesday.
""There are 13 .5 million
Associate Director of Public ·
Safety Dick Adler said UNH alcoholics," Schulman says.
will pay the Durham Po.Iice ""J.5 ·millio'n are adolescents. ''
Schulman' is the director of
their overtime for covering
the Chemical Dependency
these parties.
Program of the Mediplex
Adler said the bill might be
a national health
Group,
Account.
Police
the
of
out
pai9
This has always been used in ·concern.
The conferenc e cothe past to pay for any extra
police help Public Safety · sponsored . b_Y th~ U N H
.
' requests· Adler:·said: ,.
AW ARENE~S, page 18
. ''"·-Gow e·n s·a id ✓- the ma i n
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Sale s inCr ease ·•.if or-b ooks tore,
By Julie Hanauer
For the first time in three
years September textbook sales
at the UN H Bookstore
increased rather than decreased
according to Phyllis Forbes,
director of Administrat ive
Services. This September's increased
book sales were part of an
overall 12 percent sales increase
over last September's totals
Forbes said .
Bookstore Manager John

Lagging sales the past few
Maier said reasons for the
increase include :
years caused University System
-replacing so111e hourly of New Hampshire Trustees to
employees with work study recommend the Bookstore be
students:
leased to a private company
-clothing sales of $.:W.000: ·and cut the University's losses:
Ten private companies_
· keeping bookrush in the
store rather than moving it to received specificatio ns on
·
Snively Arena:
running the store, Forbes said.
and focusing advertising .. Two/or three" companies have
on campus rather than on local viewed the store but Forbes
radio stations WERZ and would not say which. ___
WHEB until the Christmas
BOOKSTOR E, page 16
season .

Moo n's ·foll owe rs
drop char ges
By Nancy Kaplan
A suit filed by the Collegiate
Association for the Research of
Principles .(CARP) against the
University two years ago is
legally over, according to
Thomas Flygare, Qeneral
Counsel of the University
System.
CARP~ a group affiliated
with the Unification Church
and the Rev. Sun Myung
Moon, was denied recognition
as a UNH student organization
in the fall of 1981.
"We got notice just a few
weeks -. ago that (CARP
Attorney Jean - Claude
Sakellarios ) dropped the
appeal. The appeal is over by
their own actions," Flygare
said .
Apparently the suit was
dropped because CARP's
former student leaders at
UNH, Cathy Aman and
Mic·hael Tillman rio longer

attend the U niversi'ty, and
CARP did not apply for
student recognition this
semester, Flygare said.
Aman refutes this: "Nevertheless, the court case was
startecl when Michael Tillman
and I were full time students,"
she said. Tillman graduated
and Aman is taking a year off
for health ·reasons, she said.
~However, according to
Aman, Sakellerios "is the one
who is calling the shots." She
wasn't positive why he dropped
the appeal, saying that she
hadn't had any contact with
him recently . "Perhaps he will
wait until I am fulltimeat UNH
or until someone else has been
established there," she said .
Flygare said, "There is no
issue . We 're talking about an
appeal that's two years old."
Aman _ .disagreed. "It's a
-

CARP, page 6

Sales increased 12 percent at the .UNH bookstore. (Dorian Stonie photo)

SlJNDAY N_IGHT._I N THE MUBPUBIT,-S .. ~

DJ MARC HOUDE
Playing All
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favorites!
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Fin al -exa m can

he reschCduled
By Beth Germano
· Student s will not be required
to take more than two final
exams on one day in a new
guidelin e adopted by the UNH
Calend ar and Curricu lum
Commit tee.
·
The option 'of reschedu ling
the second of three exams given
in one day. is now availabl e to
students after consulti ng with ·
the instruct or said Student
Senator Terry McGuin ness. ·
Resched uling can be done
••with no question s asked," she
said.
Until now no provisio n _h ad
been made in the Cabood le's
rights and rules section .
McGuin ness said, althoug h

students in -the past have been

.Sponsored by
....

able to adjust a heavy · exam
load.
·
The new policy will be
printed into the final ex.am
schedule later this semeste r.
Accord ing to Theodo re
Loder, chairpe rson - of the

commit tee, the change will not
affect more than "severa l
. hundred students ."
The new policy is the resu.lt
of a letter sent to the Student
Senate by UN H registra r
Stephan ieThom as requesti ng a
change.
·
Guidelin es were . necessar y
because students didn't know
which professo r to go to when
they wanted to reschedu le a
final exam, Thoma-s said-.
· "'We've put courses with the
la~gest enrollm ents in the
middle of the exam schedule
because the odds are good that
a profess or -will have to
resched ule some student s
anyway ," she said. "'It will also
sive

student s

a

break

in

between exams."
-The new policy was
approve d by the Senate last
year but will not be
implem ented until this
Decemb er.

--B -52 's- -<continued from page 1)

as possible , . Hemeon said
because SCOPE is- a student
support ed organiza tion.
Another complai nt is that
SCOPE does not experim ent
enough with its format,
bringing in too much popular
· entertai nment, accordin g to
Karen Harris, a UNH student.
Karen Holzba uer, who
works at WUNH , the UNH
radio station, said SCOPE
should consult with the station
--"~ """'-before "bookin g grbllps- to Hild''
out what the students are
listening to.
Despite problem s, students
are pleased · with the job
. ,SCOPE_-, js doing. Cathy
Colema n said she _feels lucky
that she is able to see bands at
UN H, instead· of having to go
to Boston or Portlanp .

----- ROC K
(continu ed f!°"m page 2)

Making your own clothes is about the only way to compete
with-Sweaterville discounts on famous-label fashions.
Sweaterville is a factory outlet, with no middlemen between
us and the manufacturer.
· That's why prices_are lower than '"discount" on all kin~ of
sweaters, blouses, SPQrtswear, shirts, skirts and more.
We offer names like Old Colony, Crazy Horse, Bonnie Doon,
and Century to name just a few. And others we can'f even advertise
because prices are so low---:but you'll-recognize them instantly.

At Sweatenllle, we have fine dothlng for the whole

$45.00; now at Sweatemlle for J111t $18.99-$27.99.
So stop in before you start your fall shopping~ For directions ·-

represen tation for the Greek .
populat ion. "We have three
Greek Senator s but nowhere in
the Senate for Greek concern s
to come up."
Rock would like to
streng then the · -Senate 's
respons' ibility for commun ication with the student body.
· "People don't know who we
are · until they have an
emerge ncy and have tried
everybo dy else," she said.
"We 're here all the time."
Lenards on agrees that lack
of student awarene ss is a
problem . "Not enough students
know -- and they never will,
either, how the studen t
governm ent works.':

to the Sweaterville ~ t you, call toll-free l-800-3'23-1000.
We've got low clothing prices all sewn up.

POR'mMOUl'H, Maplewood Ave., (603) 436-5521;
POlmMOUDI, Maplewood A-we.; lAOONWIAKEPORI', FJm St.; WOIEEBORO, South Main
STOWE, vr., Mountain Rd., (West Plaza); HINGHAM, 222 North St., \\'FBI' DENMS, Rt. St.; Notml OONWA~: 16;
29, (Colonial Qmdle
).
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( contin·ued from page 3)
Erickson said .
The concept of faculty aid
evoked favorable comments
from University instructors
although their knowledge· of
the program\ specific details
was limited.
Carl Dawson, chairman of
the English Department, said
he and his colleagues welcome
any aid for faculty research and
development.
"Although it. is a relatively
small program, we applaud it
as an importantbeginning," he
said. He refused to comment
further on the program's
potentials . because of lack of
comnletc information.
Professor of Zoology Ed
Tillinghast said the program
will be "a real help to faculty.~·
H c said instructors often
require money for "'professional supplies" that can't be
bought on salary alone. ·
Tillinghast, a 16 year faculty
member, ~aid the program ·
would be especfally useful for
young instructors "caught in
the grind of poverty."
David Leary, a recently
tenured professor of Psychology and the Humanities, said
he may consider applying for
funds sometime in the future.
Along with providing "good
morale" for faculty, Leary said
the funds will indirectly benefit
students since financially aided
instructors become more
enthusiastic teachers.

.CALENDAR

Offering quality ·used.
clothing for bargain
prices at ...

--AlD

FRIDAY, October 14

SI. Georges Thrill ShOD

BONANZA WEEK: The Little Red Wagon company will perform
puppetry adaptations of "Jack and the Beanstalk." Hennessy Theater. Paul Arts Center. The performances at 10:30 a.ni. and 12 noon
·
are sold out; performance at 4 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY : Women vs. University of Connecticut with
Southern Maine. Field House, 3:'30 p.m .
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: "Children of Change." Deborah
Stone will discuss "Children and Television . "To re.e,ister, contact the
Division of Continuing Education. 862-20 I 5: Berkshire Room.New
England Center.8 p.m.

Open Thursday, 10-5
Main Street, Durham

Ask The
People Who
Wear Them.

SATURDAY, October 15

More than one million active, health-conscious Americans stand, walk, Hike, live in
BfrKenstocK Natural Foorpri_nt Sandals. /\sk the
next_person-man, woman or child-you
see wearing a pair. You'll probably hear a
commercial about comfort-pure and s-imple.
·Better still, come ask us. ·w e've got the whole
story-and 16 styles to choose from.

..,,Y

~-

MACRO POLO Inc.
8,9 Market Street., Portsmouth
open daily 'til 8:0_0

BONANZA WEEK: The Little Red Wagon company will perform
puppetry adaptation of "Jack and the Beanstalk." Hennessy The- .
·
.
ater, Patil Arts Center, 11 a .m.
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Rhode lsl;and. Memorial Field, 12
,
· noon.
·TENNIS: Women vs. Rhode Island. f'ie_ld House Tennis Courts, 12
.
.
.
-noon.
FOOTBALL: Men vs. Lehigh. Cowell Stadium; Field House. I p._rn.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The American Repertory Theatre presents
.. The School for Scan<Jal." " TI1c; hit i:. 200 year:, ol~, but it eaaily
reaches across the centuries to tickle the modern funny bone in the
American Repertory production ... " --Associated Press. Johnson
. Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p .m.

SUNDAY, October 16
SOCCER: Men vs . Vermont. Lewis
MUSO FILM: "Kiss Me Deadly."
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission$ I
WIND SYMPHONY CONCERT:
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Ce-nter,

Field, 2 p.m.
Strafford Room, Memorial
Stanley Hettinger, director.
8 p.m.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379:-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic yel;!r. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday ·Jo AM -2 PM ., Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham. NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors. but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if .notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address .changes to The New .
Hampshire, 151 MU B, UN H, Durham, NH. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine.
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'DOES THE PROSP.E CT OF
-JOB-HUNTING
.GET YOU . Doiw

N"•·
JOIN THE

Peer support
during .the job-hunting process
-H omecoming 1983
Bonfire

Parade

Lower Quad
6:45 p.m.. Thvrs .. Oct. 20

Main Si. to Stadium
11 : 15 am., Sat.. Oct. 22

Dancing

Football Game

MUB Pub
8:00 p.m., Thurs., Oct. 20

UNH vs Northeastern
1:00 p.m., Sat., Oct 22

Cheerleading Contest During Football .Game

··WHEN: Thursdays 4:00-6:00 p.m. _
October 20 through December 1
WHERE: Counseling and Testing Center
Schofield House

For more information, call:
Career Planning and Placement: 862-2010
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------CARP----<continued from page 3)

ACADEMIC

NSF GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS: 1984 "Part
I" application forms available in Research Office
and Graduate School, Horton Social Sc ience.
Deadline is November 23.
ADMISSION TO VETERINARY SCHOOLCORNELL UNIVERSITY: Sponsored by
Department of Animal and Nutritional Sciences.
Marcia Sawyer, New York State College of
Veterinary Medicine at Cornell University, will
meet with interested undergraduates or discuss
policies and opportunities for admission to
veterinary school in 1984 . Thursday, October,
Room 127, Hamilton Smith, I to 2 p.m .
DIJON INFORMATIONAL MEETING :
Sponsored by French and Italian Department.
Professor Cooper will discuss Junior year in Dijon,
France program, Tuesday, October 18. Room 207.
M urkland, 2 to 3 p.m.
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

UNH 6TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING 10,000
METER ROAD RACE: · Sponsored by
· Recreational Soorts. Saturday. October 22. Field
House. 9 a.m. Registration forms available in Rec
Sports Office. Room 151. Field House · or
· Commuter/ Transfer Center, Memorial Union. $4.
early registration: $5, late registration. after
Wednesday. October 19.
CAREER

MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. For students who
find it- difficult to schedule regular appointments .
f\,1onday, October 17. Balcony Table, Memorial
Union, I :30 to 3:30 p.m. RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Lecture and
dis'<;ussion sessions devoted to written job-getting
comm1mication techniques, resumes, cover letters,
etc. Tuesday, October 18, Forum Room, Library,
6 p.m.
JOB - HUNTING SUPPORT GROUP:
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement and
Counseling arid Testing. Six week group for
Seniors. Peer support during the job hunting
process. Thursdays, October 20 to December I,
1983, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
house, 4 to 6 p.m. For more information. ·c all
Career Planning P lacement. 862 -20 I 0.

CUJBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
UNH CHESS CLUB NOVICE NIGHT: Members
will be available to help anyone who would like to .
learn or reacquaint themselves with the Royal
Game. Chess sets provided. Wednesday, October
19, Room 53, Hamiltqn Smith, 7 p.m .
HEALTH SERVICES

HEALTH SE.RVICES CONSUMER BOARD
MEETING: Monday. October 17, Grafton Room,
Memorial Union, 10 a.m .
BARTENDING DEMONSTRATfONALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM:
Sponsored by . Health Education Center.

Discussion of recipe guidelines for alcoholic and
exotic non-alcoholic drinks. Monday, October 17,
Devine. 7:30 p .m.
ADULT SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF
ALCOHOLICS SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored
by He;alth Education Center. Confidential
information sharing support group hdping
participants recognize and understand impact of
alcoholism on families and friends and exploring
family disease concept as it relates to sons and
daughters. Tuesday, October 18. Notch Room,
Memorial Union, 5 p.m.
GENERAL

THIRD SEMI - ANNUAL ROAD RALLY:
Sponsored by American Society of Mechanica l
Engineers / UNH. Scavenger hunt in cars
throughout Durham area. Saturday, October 15,
- behind Kingsbury, 2 p.m. Admission: $5,. Pre-rally
sign-up and information in ASME Lounge,
Kingsbury.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Kiss Me Deadly."
Sunday, October 16, Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1.
·VIDEO GAMES TOURNAMENT: Sponsored ,
by Ga.mes Room / Student Activities. Monday.
October 17, Games Room, Memorial Union, 7
p.m. Sign up at Games Room Desk, Memorial
Union, October 10- 16 . NoentriesafterOctober 16.
Open to all UNH "Pinball Wizard" Students.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES : Professor
Donald Wilcox of History will give a lecture on
Plato . Tuesday, October 18, Room 303, James, 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m .
DARTS "301" TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by
Games Room / Student Activities. Open to all
UNH students. Wednesday. October 19.Games
Room. Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Sign up at Games
Room Desk, Memorial Union. October 11-18. No
entries after October 18.
CREATIVE DRAMA CLASSES: Sponsored by
First Annual Theater Bonanza For Youth. For
students -in grades 4-5. Children will participate iii
variety of creative activities. Saturdays. October 22
to November 19. Room M212. Paul Creative Arts
Center, 10:15 to 11:15 a.m . Tuition: $15.
ACTING AND IMPROVISATION: Sponsored
by First Annual Theater Bonanza For Youth.
participants will explore pantomime, character
interpretation and scripted scene work. For
students, grades 6-8. -Saturdays, October 22 to ·
November 19. Room M212, Paul Creative Arts
Center, I to 2:30 p.m . Tuition: $20.
.
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT: ~ponsored by
Games Room / Student Activitief · Open t.o all
UNH students. Sunday. Octo.be-r 23. Games
Room, Memorial Union; 11 a:m. Sign up at Games
Room Desk Mcnior.ia-nJ n·ion, fi a.m . s;gn up at
Games Room Desk. Memorial Union. October I622 . No entries after October 22 .
"ON GOLUt.N PUN U": presented by The
Lakeside Players at the Bow Lake Grange H_all.
October 28. and 29 and November 4, and 5 .
Performances at 8:00 p.m. with a special matinee
performance November 6 at 2:00 p.m. For Ticket
reservations, call Eleanor Smith at 664 -9583,
Muriel Rogers at 742-4660, or Jim Barnes at 9428311.
.
·

constitutional issue and that
CAR P's future at UN H is
issue will remain. I personally not over, Aman said. · "
it
have confidence in the stands,thereisnoCARPthere .
students, in their sense of 8ut. I think as to whether it's
justice that they will support _ me who finishes the court case
CAR P's right to exist as every or someone else, it's only a
other organization has a right matter of time before it will be
to exist, whether they agree established."
with (CARP) or not."
"Now that they've dropped
Ama_n continued, "Basically the appeal, the only way for
what the University has done is them to reactivate their interest
waste my time and stalled my !n estabhshing an organization
energy. They ca~ s~all, but 1s to reapply for student
eve:1tu_ally l?.eople s nghts · are ___ recognition." Flygare said.
their nghts .
· . ,

As

For a Fine .
Breakfast Buffet
All _rvu can eat

Sun. 9-1

Sat. 8-12"
Just $3.95

Lower Square ·oowntown Dover
749-3636

---------CONSUMER------<continued from page 2)
is a stepping stone to a career in
Consumer Affairs.
"I hope this can be a starting
point for me. I don't want to
stay at this particular level, the
burn out rate is high," she
explained . "But I do want to be
involved in Consumer Affairs
at some level."
Torr will hold her job as the
Consumer Mediator in an
·internship in the UNH
Consumer Studies program
until she graduates iri
Dcc,:mber. She sought the job
,·,11s summer with a recom1ncndation
from Geraldine
Sylvester, the director for
Alcuhol and Drug Abuse for
the state of NH. for whom Torr
campaigned la~t fall. when
Sylvestor ran for Governor's
Council.
·
She also sent her resume to
Attorney General Gregory
Smith, . who passed it on to
Anne Clark. the Assistant
Attorney General in tlie
Consumer Affairs Division.
Clark then hired Torr who
works without · pay, but gets
four credits.

"Hopefully, this internship
will open future opportunity
for uther students in this field.
I'm kind of the guinea pig,"
laughs Tor~.

Torr said she may attend law
school after graduation. ''Law
school is at the back of my
mind. Because so much of what
I do involves the law, I could
use a law degree to move up the
ladder, as they say. 1'm not sure
what my future holds for me
exactly, but I think I'm heading
in the right direction."

Helpb~
theworld
to~ther,
one friendship
at a time.
Available Only At

lllildtrns Cr11i/5 ·
Pcttcc Brook l.anc

PATTI TORR

TFl.. 868 -5584

Durham

Bea

Locatc.d behind The Durham Bank,
oil the metered parking lot

hostfamil
'

-lli..!i.Jii-~~;&,"',i,.z,,.:;(;;:-·,:..-1£;·t

~
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,·

SUPERFE ST '83 is .here

October 15th
8:30 p.m.
at Club 109

of people becoming aware of
landlord loses out and would . resident.
this," he said.
be willing to work with the
Susan Tyler, a . Durham
mediation board, according to resident, thinks mediation
·
La~ey.
This semester 40 to 60
would be .. good because no one
of legal services cases
percent
I-or one Dover commuter wants to ·go . to court". Her
were . landlord-tenant related.
twenty
rent
her
of
raised
some
landlord
fulfill
might
mediation
Mediation would help ease that
the promises her land lo.rd made percent without telling her and
burden but it will only work if
when she first moved in. "The insisted on the increase when
both parties are willing to
landlord backed out of putting the a.mount was due.
said.
Morrison
attend;
.
window shades in then decided
··1r ·1 couldn't work the
we would have to do it
Lorrai .ne Eastman, a
ourselves. We said we needed · · problem out with the landlord I
things done right away like would go to mediation," Tyler landlord at Cheney Realtors on · ·
the mediation. council, said
.
fixing the rotted . back stairs said.
.. some landlords will go and ..
which people have been falling
Across from the bandstand
Lucey also fee-ls . a need for some won't, but anybody who ·
through. She said she wanted
· -· 778-.1417
Downtown Exeter
.
hide
to
_
anything
have
doesn't
,
The
..
project.
mediation
the
to do the bathroom first which
-. .I
· ~...
. 3-.i3•
..
r, lll!'N.,.li_O.,.~
..
!!a!'!!'!!n~~!!!!!!~~~~E~x~et~e
a-~v.ri-de_o_n_K_ar!'!!'!!i-V!'!!'
.
E
~
t
·
will go".
land Iord-tena nt dispute has
still hasn't been done."
.. Maybe our landlord would become. an overwhelming
go for it(mediation) 11 she knew problcrn. lt'::i not unu~ual that a
courts and legal fees wouldn't landlord tries to rip off
be involved," said the Dover students. There are more cases
'

· Permanent_Funds Are Available Through
The ~tudent A~tivity Fee to any .
_recognized student organization on .cantpus

/

Requirements:
1. The organization must be
. recognized by the University
Student (!rganizations Committee.

3. The organization must serve ·
. an interest that all studeflts can
pQtentially take advantage of,
without any adjustment of
personal beliefs or values.

2. The organization must be open
to all Juli-time undergraduate
students µnd all A :A. Degree students.

4. The organization cannot
_duplicate the goals or services of .
another SAF funded organization.

Application-s: SAFC Chairperson Steve ·Parker
SAFO Office, Room 145 MUB
JIM COX

-:

.,

· MAGGIE MORRISON

Application Deadlirie: .Wedne~day October 26! 1983

;:::::-·=--~:-.--:-:::::::::::: ::::::::::-:- ----=---------------------------_..
.
.------- -------- -------- -.. -.-------------.=iiiil-

1(1£
AN 'ENTERTAI NMENT A~LTERNATIVE
AT UNH
Is holding an Organization Meeting

·wEDnESDAV
AT
noon
pre_sent_s. ..

l-:00 p. m .
Devine Rec. Room ,- Rm. 7L
We need publicity qnd ' organizational Sta.ff; as it·ell as
performers. Come help make our second season as successful
·
as our first one.
For more information, ca/1862-3747.
-

•

?

Funded by PFO

TASN

A worksho p· on
Time Budgetin g

wed. October .1enoon
Gratton Rm. mua .
Sponsered by ... Commuter/Transfef Center, ·
a division of the Dean of Students Office
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Soups,

salads.
saildw_iches.
beverages.

-~-ua

DIIIY

.
-.-~
.s.·-••r

ua·

in the Railroad Station across
Main Street from .the Field House

flavor-of-month

:·_Almond Joy

Try our

.l!SIIDJIID
Take a Bowl ·to the- Football Gamel!!
s~rved all d_ay-;..everyday (Mon. - Sat.) ·

•

hours. ••we keep track of the· night I'm just ready to get out
head count," Lerch said ... It's" and get away from it. But for
- between 30 and 40 an hour those students who have a hard
which is pretty low to keep the time during the we€k it would
probably be helpful."
whole building open."
However, students such as
This is the third year the
extended hour schedule has freshman Mark Digiovanni do
been in effect. --we decided to think the extended hours are
extend the · hours. at midterms useful. •·1 like doing my work at
and at finals. We do that at any night," he said ... It gives me an
period we feel there will be · opportunity to go there when i
heavy studying," said Diane don't think there will be that
Tebbetts, assistant librarian. many people. Basically, it's
When it comes to extending time that I can use the library
Friday's hours until mid night the way I want. I know I won't
on a permanent basis Tebbetts have to wait to use the
said, .. There just aren't enough materials," Digiovanni said:
Keeping the . library open
people in the builoing after nine
o'clock to warrant keeping it later on Saturdays is a change
open, and it goes down every some students feel is necessary.
Junior Kerstin van der Merwe
· hour up to midnight." ,
U n i ve r sily Lib rn , ian Dtn 1ald

said, --on Saturdays it's only

Vincent said, ·Td frke to see 250 open until 5 pm. That hu~fs. I
·t o 300· people to justify it. If we .know sometimes I've had
had that many it would be a difficulties with that."
.. Last Saturday I was there
little more reasonable. There
are · a few hard core kids who · doing a lab report and I didn't
want the 1-ibrary open 24 hours think (the hoursJ were · the
a day and in my opinion that- greatest," said freshman Ted
---would be fine. But fhere are - Otis.
Lerch sai-d, .. If Friday night
c9sts to associate with it."
was up that rriight hint at an
A · lot of students a re not
increased need for Saturdays."
aware · of the periodical
--we·ve looked at this.
extended hours. Freshman
Rather th~n do .that we open up
Karen Olson said _she would
not - take -advan(age of the - earlier on Sundays, "Tebbetts
·
extended hours. - --sy Friday said. _

- PROTO, COPY

SPECIAL

81/2.x 11°.

·

-

•

-
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Resume s;rvices also

N.H. PRINTWORKS
Hats, totes; golf shirts, sweatshirts
Businesses, clubs, organizations
- Many styles available'
No order too ~mall

.

Peter

G-

Long sleeve T-shirts
.
with sleeve printing -

Greider

-,

603-431-8391

3431 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth, N.H. 03824

University of New Hampshire-

Due to problems encountered on the printing press, the 1983 Granite will
be delivered one week later than expected. Theefore ... you may pick up
_
your book at the following times and place: _

celebrit~ Series I98J-84

Seniors ... Wednesday, October 19th
11 :00 to 2:00 -or 5:00 to 7:00
Junfors~ Sophomores ... Thu~sday, Oct. 20th
11 :~00 to 2:00 or 5:00 to 7:00 _,
or
Friday, Oct. 21th
10:00 to 2:00

American Repertory · Theatre presents
Bring a UNH Student ID & $5.00 to the study lounge,; top
floor of the MU B ( one book per students). The 1983 yearbook
may be picked up by undergradu.ates only.

Tbe scbool for Scandal
8 p.m., Saturday, October 15
_Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, Durham
General Tickets $8, Faculty & Staff $7
UNH -& NH High School Students & Sr.- Citizens $6
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290
1q a.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Friday
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Letters
The assertion by Mr. White that
_come to trurnon in the Soviet
Ed uca t(on and invot-vem ent Supreme Court ruling.
USSR should not be cut off
the
condemna
risking
without
Union
the
get
Fauske
Mr.
Where did
sho1:1ld go hand in hand. There are
. diplomati c contact because
from
death.
and
ent
imprisonm
tion,
is
info centers. · seminars. Cool-Aid. notion that "right now the boot
and women may "you don't even treat criminals
men
Some
Life
Pr?the
of
foot
the
on
firmly
these
But
services.
escort
There are
survive: as Mr. White points out, that way" is an interestin g
need your involveme nt. .. either as movement "? I see no convincin g
but hope and plans cannot surv'ive statement . The only reason you
80
though
Even
this.
of
a member. or as a participan t: Stop evidence
The only hope or plans that incarcerat e and try to rehabilitat e
death.
~re
waiting for someone else to take percent of American vot~rs
To the Editor:
are r'eal to many Russian citizens is [Criminals is to reintroduc e them as
Pro-Choic e. only a small iract1on
_ I would like to comment on care of the problem.
at
the hope of help from abroad or civilized men to society. If a society
ACTIVE
are
others
e.rs
to
Pro-Choic
obligation
of
an
have
We
several of the issues raised and
run by criminals is institution alizplans to escape to the West.
1973
the
the
in
·
preserve
·
live
to
we
working
discussed in your paper over the with whom
as it is in Russia, how else can
ed,
of
ng
questioni
the
to
As
therefore,
communit y to maintain the highest Supreme Court ruling,
last several weeks.
deal with such a society except :
you
forward
p-ut
west
the
in
freedoms
the "Pro-Life rs" philosoph y seems
In reference to the Kappa Sigma quality of life we can. So long as
have to say bv cutting them off? You cannot
I
White
Mr.'
,
b)
.
fear,
in
live
prevalent.
place
more
this
be
in
to
people
"flash card" incident. in my
"Mister, you're lucky to be here:" I _I imprison the corrupt leaders. you
Mr. Fauske writes: "There 1s
experienc e as a law enforceme nt then everyone of us is not doing his
will now quote several statement s cannot rehabilitat e them, because
control
of
birth
ample education on
officer. harassmen t in general, and and he_r share. "If you're not part
by Mr. White and . make my they are considered ~ civilized
·
and contracep tion, and NO ONE
sexual harassmen t in particular the solution ... "
response in the sentences following . governme nt .as long as you talk to
FOR
EXCUSE
an
that
AN-Y
feel
HAS
don't
I
Finally.
must contain certain elements.
quote. "Sure we can choose our them as equals. The only civilized
the
THE
OF
RE
tem
UNAWA
BEING
ernitysys
Usuallv the harassme nt is - indictmen tofthefrat
if we have the money for avenue open therefore is to make a
careers,
s
(Emp~~si
of
".
CONSEQ UENCES
perpetrate d by one individual is warranted by the actions
schooling and training cle;rn break and let the Soviets try
the
of
all
mine) . In this ·contume lious
acting with malice and intent to several of its· members. The
that we might need". If you want a to get along without American
!.t.a tement. I get th e imnressio n that
annoy one other practices and purposes of frats
h:.irass and
and training for it y'ou do , loans. technolog y and wheat. The
career
is
·
and
judgment
"
heated
a
"Pro-Life
re
e
been
sev·
a
J'ong
.
has
·
of
sort
some
taking
individual , by
earn it. that's one of the · onlv reason the Soviet Union is a
to
have
s
Fausk~'
and
H,
h
g
.
UN
at
throu
here
issue
leaking
unresolved
repetitive or pcrsistant action.
lides you shoulder in a · tfirst rate world power" is because
rcsponsibi
th!nk
I
article.
Both
.
objective
else
e
seemingly
Sexual harassmen t is most often just about everywher
"We can read any American s haven't taken this kind
society.
free
1act
the
to
Fauske should wake up
seen in cases where someone wants camps have their views. :.brotheras long as the local of stand against the Russian·
desire
we
book
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Editorial
Make it count
Last Wednesday almost 400 UNH students
were high spirited like they are on _most
~weekends. They were high spirited enough to
follow Rev. Jesse Jackson -down to town hall to
try to register to vote.
Unfortunately, on Thursday the spirit diep
away ..
Is it that UNH students like to march and act
radical like they did on Wednesday or do they
· really want to vote?
·

were considered partially registered until they
presented a birth certificate or passport.Although there was no table in the MU B
where students could register on the day that
Jackson spoke, the next day a table was finally
, set up. Another 25 names were added to the
list.
-

Jackson said loud and clear in his speech
that we, the · students, are "a mass", la.rge
enough to make a difference. As a result ofthe
march, only two st1Jdents were actually listed
on the Durham checklist to v.ote · in New
Hampshire's first in the nation ·primary in
March. Another 11 students signeci the list and

· to vote on the day Jackson was to speak. Her
reasoning was "a majority of students don't
vote on the election day."
Out of the nearly 400 _m archers and 11,000
students at UNH, on Wednesday and
Thursday of last· week, only 7 students were
officially registered to vote and another 3 I

__ One month ago the town of Durham's Board
of Supervisor's chairperson said no to setting
up a table in the MU B for students to register

students were placed temporarily on the· list.
The march. was something · that drew
attention to l)NH and showed the state that
perhaps students wanted to vote this time
around. The end result of the march- 38
students who signed the Durham checklist- is
an embarassment:
Those students who were genuinely involved
· deserve credit._ The rest of the students body
ha~. until March to decide if they really do
believe that they can make a difference.
J"ackson would probably say that unless
we make a better showing by March we are
doing less than our best as college students and
citizens -of the United States. In his speech, he '
said,. ""Nobody in this nation has the right to do
less than their best. If you don't register to vote,
you're doing less than you're best."

_I

Bank

teller for change: she ·s aid that she
aidn't have any. and asked three
other tellers before finding one
that said she had change.·
Unfortunately. this teller was
serving another patron of the
bank. So I waited patiently. I could
understand this. ,
About five minutes, 1-ater.. an
older man came in wearing a tweed
jacket. smoking a cigarette< and
drinking his indrning .cup of coffee:
he went right'to the teller that I had
first gone to. Without waiting to be
to.Id. the teller asked if he wanted
change ( I figure he was a regular).
When he responded yes. she told
him to go sec -----. a teller at the
other end . from where she sent me.
I figured that that ttller must be the
orie who gets all the change for the
good and prosperous patr.ons. not
the lowly UN H college students
trying to do their job . .Well . hell.
· that\ okay. I can- deal with being
rebuffed.
So I ~vaited . and waited. Thirty minutes later. with an unfelt
apology from the teller about the
wait, I left the bank without
enough time to get stamps and was
late for work. Well. thank \OU.
-Durham Bank and Trust. You
have made me an irresponsible
worker here at UNH . Not only
couldn't I fulfill my job
requirements this mprning. but 1
was a lso late. Your friendly service
is greatly appreciated.
Cathleen Ash

To the Editor:
. I leave Durham Bank and Tru~t
disgusted. Being a work-study
student here at the University. I am trying to be responsible by getting
· to work - on time and doing
everything that must be done at my
job. I held this same position last
year. and found no problem
1 fulfilling the criteri~ for a good,
responsible worker.
·
What happened to me at the
bank this morning has been going
on for a couple of weeks now--to a
lesser extreme. I have walked into
the bank either at 9:00 a.m. or
slightly before. twice a week on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. to get a
hundred d,oll,i rs worth of change
for the community desk that 1
work for, serving Arca II L which
houses at least 1.200 UN H students.
The past days when I have gone
to get $80.00 worth of change at the bank. then $20.00 . worth of
stamps at the Post Office. I am
greeted not only with a negative '
attitude from the tellers . but also a
feeling of unworth. a "you're not
good or prosperous enough for us
to .want to give) ou change. but we
will" attitude. J\fter seeing my face
twice a week since the beginning of
the school year. arid seeing also the
hluc bag that says Area Ill Comm
Desk ( in which I carry the change).
. they still ask me who it is for. After
a few disapproving vibes. I am .
. always able fo get the change I
. rcq uested.
This is not true in all cases for
To the Editor:
the workers here that must also get
I have been finding ·the
change in the morning. I know of
conditions in the Dimond Library
one instance where a fellow worker
utterly unheara hie and not in the
was only given $20.00 worth of
slightest .way c_onducive to
changc--which lasted only until
studying. To what am I referring'!
noon.-and we stay open to serve the
The hoi:rendously high temperastudents until 11 :00 p.m. Due to
turc at wh ich the library is
the Bank's l,ick of cooperation.
maintained!
:_
then, we were faulty in serving the
Earlier in the fall the cpol air
students.
·
inside the library made i_t a
Todayllcftea,\ytogototown - \vondcrl'ul haven from the
and get the change for my job.
repugnant heat itnd humidit:,
· enjoying the still. ear ly morning .outside. One was able to study
hours on thcU NH campus. I got to
casil:,. in the op timum temperature
the bank a- little before 9:00 a.m. · needed for clear thinkin·g.
and was able to go to a teller right
Unfortunately. now it is the heat
away. there being no line when I
inside the librar:, that is stifling.
cnt~red the bank. When I asked the _ both physically .~1nd ' to the mental

Library

processes as well.
.
I've spoken with several· other
students ~ind I know that this is a
problem -that concerns many. In a
time of increasingly tight budgets.
why doesn't the . U nivcrsity cut
some· bills by lessening up on the
c x c e s s i v e h eit t p'o u r i n g i n t o
b1mond J.i0raJy whilc''' making ,r -' ·
va,s-t · number of students much ·
happier at the same time?'?!!
Dana Bookcy

about? Perhaps· the ass;1ultcd
women fail to report the crimes
(due to a sense oLshamc or fear)'?
Per ha ns many u NH women .
simpiy• arc not sure ot what sexua l
harassment IS'? ... Wdl. here is what
the Pro.reef -on..,, The Stafo's And
Education Of Wclmcn has to say
abo-ut it:

·..Fraternity ·
To the .Editor: "
-Th rec 'things. ·

To Mr. Joseph - P. Gallant.
concerning his letter to the editor

·.:..,,~.~~=:;:,~:\.1,···t~f~i~~~r~tJ~~?~·
not - a ·n d it is not standing on the
"Sexual harassm~nt may range
front steps of :., frat, i'n your
from sexual inuendos made at
underwear. on bids night. guzzling
inappropriate time. perhaps in ·the
a gallon of beer until it is finished
guise of humor. to coerced sexual
or until you crumple to the ground
;elations.
·
in a fit' of reverse peristalsis.
Harassment at it's extreme
To the Editor:
occurs when a male in a posti_on to
To Mr. Ross Willian1s of Sigma
control. influence. or affect a
Beta. concerning your letter in 7he
I just read Dan Landrigan\
•
'RAPE PREVALENT ON UNH
woman\_1ob.carecr.org_radcsuscs
,Vn1 H(lf11pshire on the same date ."
his authority and power to .coerce
You arc correct - brotherhood
CAMPUS'. and Daniel Locke\ _·- the woman into sexual relations.
has ,r meaning that no one will ever
Letter to the Editor in the Oct. 7
nr to punish her refusal.
fLilly grasp, especially you who
edition of The New Hampshire.
It mav indude:
assume that it is within vour reach
and I would like to share with you Verba l harassment or abuse
Ross. brotherhood is ~uch mor~
. my reactions to these writings.
Subtilc pressure for sexual activity
than "a group of men who arc
t
1
f-irS of all. would ltke. to Sa:) Sexist remarks about a woman\
together for a common purpose:"
'thank you· to Mr. Lindrigan. for ,
clothing. body or sexual activities
and. no. your words do ,iot sound
his very wonderful artidc. bt1t. I
Unnecessary touching. patting or
have one question for him... ..
pinching
like "high - minded idealism". but
When he wrote about the Sept.
rather. _just the prattle of a bias~d
JO sexual assault of a female UNH Leering or ogling of a woman\
body
Beta brother. Mr Williams. when
student. just WHAT exactly did he
peasants paraded through the
mean when he wrote: '"The Demanding sexual favors
streets of Paris during the French
incidents were blown out of accompanied by implied or ov.ert
threats concerning · one's jobs,
Rcvolutron. shouting "Lihcrtc.
proportion .... "?
·
grades, letters of recommendation.
Ega lite, Fatcrnite!" I don't
Do.cs Mr. Landrigan REALLY
think they had Sigma Beta or SAE
believe that the sexual assaults etc ...
Ph, sical assault
. in mind.
were blown out of proportion·
Sexual harassment (including
because the assaulter was actually
serious
Finally·. to bc)th gentlemen. ,·t
brought to and <;:onvictcd?'!'! Or. sexual ass.·ault) is a vcr,·
J
•
d.<2~s he l)lean that the cunvicted matter and I am glad to sec that it\ g!·and anal()_gy: simply, the ancient
_ucttin_g
some
attention.
I
get
the
C,rccks
"
'ct·,
d
1
·
assaulter ( who was. by the way. "in · •• e conquerc
rom t h c
·
·
disbelief, that the charges -were impr_cssion that there arc a lot of · OL1ts1·d,
· c on 1Ya 1·tcr d ccavinu
from
being brought") thinks that the people out there, who _just don't w ithin . "Those who rc;ruct their incidents were blown out of rcaliic how prevalent sexual paSl arc doomed to repe:1t it" harassment reall y is
Santayana.
proportion'!
Jillouisc Breslauer
Tim Burke
Sccondl-y. I considered Locke\
letter to he EXCELi.ENT, and I ·
would like to say that I. myself.
have often wondered why I don't
sec very much on "campus sexual
,issaults" in the newspapers .
Perhaps these crimes arc being
dcnicd i covered up and forgotten

_Rape
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University Forum
Speaking of -silence
Let's talk ,about silence. Why do
so many people refuse to speak of issues in their lives? What occurs
traumatically in our lives is often
social and political._. Trauma is
common; painful issues are part of
our lives in one context -or another.
Rape is common. Alcoholism is
common. Homosexuality is
common. Death is common. Incest
is common. Those issues and mariy
more scar us at one point or
another. ·
This U niver_sity is in the closet in
dealing with human pain. We can
watch horror in film, witness
brutality . and abuse ·in media,
discuss starvation and suffering in
Nigeria, but we cannot come to
terms with the horrors and pains of
our own lives.
.
Until we start coming fo_rwai-d.
and talking about pain and trauma
and . how those issues affect our
lives, nothing will change. It is one
thing to talk about rapes on
campus in terms of unknown
numbers arid statistics, or in terms
of possible psychic damage. It is
quite another to hear a first person-

-~ty ~

.

account of that -damage and the
difficulties in coping with such an
event. That first person account is
what ·c auses others to stop and
think, to change their behavior, to
become inore sensitive to the issue. .

by Barbara Ohrstrom
New Hampshire printed two
articles of mine last year baring my
soul, and Catalyst printed another
personal story. The point is,
nothing terrible happened to me
because I stated those issues.

voices speak out. Report -it, talk
about it, and be open about it.-Pain
and anguish .are nothing to be .
ashamed of. Men and women will
not Ie~.rn why assault really .is so
bad unless they witness an account,
witness· that pain, and feel some
part of that suffering themselves.
We all suffer. We all feel pain. Why
Until we start coming forward and
there is a need to ignore, to
rationalize, to dismiss, and to
talking about pain' and trauma and
block · such powerful emotions
_·how these issues affect our lives,
baffles me. It won't go away until
enough voices speak out. Our pain
nothing will change.
is as common as the housefly. ·
· I'm not saying everyone should
· rush and write soap box accounts
- of their personal lives. Writing
I realize the difficulty of that. I'm
happens to be the medium I
One of my friends told me a man
a writer, and I have come out of the
she knew came out as a . express myself best in, ~nd I use it.
closet to friends and to the UNH
But whatever your capacity is,
homosexual after reading one of
student body about difficult things
my articles, a·nd _I received a letter _don't ignore it. One voice in the
in my life, such as being gay, and · from,a student's mother abo~t her· night will not change our world,
bei-ng adopted. I don't need to-do feelings on adoption. (she was
but enough voices over time· will. ·
those things here ·again, but I'm adopted herself). Those things
We need that change desperately.
sure those issues will surface
made all the fear, all the anxiety
Barbara Ohrstrom ·is the editor of
elsewhere if I feel the sharing can
worth it. When you share, you get
help at least one · other human · something oack. ·
Catalyst, and talks about rape in
workshops around campus.
being.
_
Assaults and rapes on this
1 was scared when I did that. The
campus will not stop until enough

A sideways loO'.k at~-~ Er.Dest Hollings
One thing about this senator from
South Carolina is that nobody outside
of the south. mavbe even outside of
South Carolina, has heard his name.
He is. though. highly respected by
his fellow senators ( Republican and
Democratic alike) as a hard working,
highly .c onscientious a-ri,d dedicated
senator.
South Carolina has done well by its
two-term senator and he has
established himself within the District
of Columbia as-a person who must be
re~pected. Hollings' record is one of
consistency: he does not swing with the

tide but travels on his own path.
last week he was farced to dismiss nine
tacking into the wind when necessary. · of his 30 paid campaign staff. That is
hut always going in the direction he
not the stuff of which winners . are
-wants.
made.
Hollings is oije ·. of the -ranking
.Hollings has one other problem. His
Democrats on three vital committees:
accent. The man is from the South.
Commerce, Budget and Appropriaand there is a general feeling · among
tions. the last of which was described
the Yankees up here that someone
by Sen. Eugene McCarthy as ...the
with a South Caroilinian accent
most important committee in the
cannot be _all that quick.
Senate."
Wednesday, Hollings put his foot in
· · Hollings is now a candidate for ' it in a last minute attempt to deprive
President. He is not going to win,
James Watt of. the Foot-in-Mouth
probably no one would disagree with
award for the second straight year.
that. He -is in deep financial trouble:
Hollings referr:ed
Cranston's

by Chris Fauske

supporters as ·•wetbacks" from
California. He is still . trying to say
there was no racial slur in.tended.
·
Hollings has a name no one can
recall ever having heard before. This
does not bode well. Hollings could , be
the . first to drop out since . Dale
Bumpers:

Chris Fauske is the Editor-:in-chief
of the Commuter Advocate

to

Enough ·is enough
·by Brian Couturier
Surely someone out there cares
about . something else other than
fraternities.
Within the last few weeks t_here have
been no less than a half dozen articles
j~ this paper concerning fraternities.
We have heard that fraternities are
nothing more than a collection · of
college boys rating girls. We have also
he~~d that fraternities are communityspmted, benevolent organizations that
endow ~he University with their special
presence.
. Surely · there are more important
issues that can be discussed. Of course,
the issue of sexual harrassment
~o~necte_d wit~ the Kappa Sigma
incident 1s a senous matter and as such
should be discussed. However, on the
whole. the amount of time spent on the
subj_ect is getting disproportionate to
the issue. ·
There must be issues out there that
are worthy of otir attention: Someon~

on the campus must care about
something else besides fraternities. ·
One notable exception has been the
topic of rape prevention.
The Forum is looking for
intelligent, researched articles
concerning International, National
and local issues. We need to hear from
·the students, professors and people in
the University community.
Students haven't submitted articles. If
we could receive as much feedback on
other issues as we have with
fraternities, perha,ps we could get to the heart of what is really important to
this campus. ,

·The Unii,ersity Forum needs YOU !
·Discuss the imp~rtant issues of the day

Brian Couturier is the disgruntled coeditor of University Forum

s_u binit . ideas at MUB room 151

. Summer is over, and so is the
big car stereo buying season. As a
result, Tweeters car stereo prices are
falling faster than the leaves. So if
you want to save on New Englands
best selection of quality car stereo,
come to Tweeter now.

Alpine 6216 4-inch two-way door-mount
speakers

KENWOOD ON SALE!

ADS 300i two-way speakers (same speakers as ·
$229 pt .
300CC but in flush-mount design)

Kenwood KRC-2100 AM/FM stereo cassette
player with push-button tuning,ANRCII noise
reduction

$169

Kenwood KRC-3100 AM/FM stere'O cassette
player with digital push-button tuning, seek,
ANRCIINR

$259

ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel power
·
amplifier

$229

ADS p.:120 60-watt-per-channel power
amplifier

$289

ALPINE ON SALE!

Kenwood KRC-7100 AM/FM stereo cassette ·
player with digital push-button tuning, Dolby and
$339
ANRCIINR
Kenwood KAC-50115-watt-per-channel power
amplifier

$69

$139

Alpine 3518 40-watt-per-channel power amp

$5~ pr ·

Alpine 6236 5.25-inch two-way door-mount
· $64 pr
speakers

$69 pr.·
· Alpine 6205 6 x 9-inch 2.-way .speakers
_
Alpine 6217 4-inch two-way speakers with dome
$88 pr
tweeters
Alpine 6207 5.25-inch two-way speakers with dome .
$104 pr ·
··
twe-eters

SYSTEMS ON .SALE!

Alpine-7150 AM/FM stereo cassette player with
·
auto-reverse

$149

Alpine 7128 AM/FM stereo cassette player
with digital push-button tuning, "bi-level"
capability

$239

Alpine 7138 AM/FM stereo cassette player with
. $279
digital tuning, digital clock,,.Dolby NR

Alpine 7136 AM/FM stereo cassette player with
digital tuning, "lite touch" control keyboard,
$369
Dolby NR
Alpine 7155 AM/FM stereo cassette player~ like
$369
.
.
7136 but for smaller cars
Alpine 300618-wattper-channel booster
$57
amp

Proton P202A AM/FM stereo cassette player with
Schotz tuner, Dolby NR; Proton P222 22-watt-perchannel amp; Boston Acoustics C700 two-way
$499
speakers. Very high performance.
Nakamichi TD-1200 mobile tuner/cassette deck '
with Dolby B&C NR, auto azimuth correction, digital tuning; Nakamichi PA-300 70-watt-per-channel .
amp; Nakamichi SP-400 three-way speakers. $1995

-SECURITY ON SALE!
Kenwood KFC-103 4-inch dual-cone
$42 pr
door-mount speakers
Kenwood KFC-1630 6.5-inch two-way
$49 pr
. door-mount speakers
Kenwood KFC-6910 6 x 9-inch thr.ee-way
$99 pr
speakers

PROTON ON SALE!
Proton 222 22-watt-per-channel amp

Bensi Boxes Lets you quickly and simply
remove in-dash cassette/receiver for safe ·
storage in trunk or briefcase.
with purchase Of any in-dash stereo unit 25% OFF

$129

ADS ·oN ·SALE!
ADS 200CC mini two-way speakers in
·
cabinets

IF YOU BUY YOUR CAR
SYSTEM FROM AND HAVE IT INSTALLED BY.
ADS 300CC mini two-way speakers (slightly larger
TWEETER, WE DOUBLE THE LENGTH OF
$?59 pr - REGULAR
than 200CCs)
MANUFACTU RERS'
WARRANTIES !

$199pr :

SOME QUANTITI.ES LIMITED
·SALE ENDS SUNDAY
OCTOBER 16TH

weeteefrC..·
. The L~nd of the Chosen Few

.

.

520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300 · Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600 Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700 .
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Arts & Features
Dudley
Moore's
latest

flops
By Consuelo Congreve
Unromantic and not funny.
The latest . film ft:atu r ing
Dudley Moore and co-starring .
Mary Steenburgen, Romantic
Comedy, was boring . and
unre.alistic.
The film, directed haltingly
by Arthur Hiller, is about
Phoebe (Steenburgen). Jason ·
o 11 a -b o ra t or ,
an d h i s
Phoebe(Steenburgen). Jason
meets Phoebe on his weddi_ng day and loves her for about
nine years before he really
· expresses his emotions. But of
course they end up together in a
_
sappy ending.
The screenplay by Bernard
Slade · is full of unconvjncing
lines. The first time Phoebe sees
Jason he strips naked because _
he has. mistaken her for a
massei.I-r. Instead of being
offended or embarassed, she
gushes about how much she ·
loves his work .
Steenburgert as Phoebe
smiles her way through t_!l'e
entire movie . Her only emotion
· seems to be complete glee, even
at awkward or rotten points in .
her life. When she is called

c

The New Hampshire Notables at Mini~fest on patent's weekend. (Jim Millard photo)

Notables ·r elease ·album:-- •\.'• T-a k e ·o_tie ,,

senior music major and former other original member, is the
By Sandy Peguri
Notables' business manager.
After being in existence for member of the group.
"They lov-e d to sing," Sepich She also handles the booking of
just three years, The New
·Hampshire Notables, a UNH said of the originator_s of the performances.
Only two members of the
all-female -singing group, have group . '"They got ideas to form
a·group from their schools back · group are music majors and the
released their first album:
other members are in a variety
Take One was recorded l.ast h9me. ''
Auditions were held and ten · of majors incluqing business .
April a_n d; includes many of the
group's f~.y-(? rite -songs such as \ ·a-dditional · -.iJiembers we~e and math;!"•·
choseri, bringing the~ to their
"Chapel of Love".
They perfor:m at functions
"A record is the goal of many .current 12, said Sepich, who
singing groups, " Notable left the group due ·to a including cuffeehouses, alumni
Yvonne Ttiberty said . "It's a bi.g deman_ding schedule in her weekend, and homecoming
weekend. The Notables also .
accomplishme-nt once you major.
a UNH ~pring music
host
All of the original members
become established."
festival and attend .other
of the Notabl~s have
The Notable repertoire
festivals in different parts of the
includes rock, jazz, barbersop, graduated except two.
one at
"I joined the group because I country, including
and rennaisance music. They ·
·m Bosto'n, M ass. ·
Hall
F~nueil
sing anything that lends in itself like · to sing," said Cynthia
to a cappella, singing without Chatfield, French major and .
Sometimes the Notables
original Notable_ member. "It perform . with the New
musical accompaniment.
The Notables were formed in gives· me a chance to get more Hampshire Gentlemen_, ~he
·
involved at UNH."
the fall semester ~ of 1980
UN H all-:male a cappella Busines·s major Tuberty, the singing group .
according to Susan -~e~ich,'
..

The Notables practice twice
a week for two °l-fours at a time,
and more if they have a
performance that week, Sepich
said. They are generally not
paid for their work . If they do
get money fora performance, it
pays for expenses the group
acquires including sheet music
and transportation to other
colleges:

In the short time since its
release, the record has only sold upon to. cry she has to hide her
on her sh .o ulders,
f
10 copies, but the group is very -- head
rom
seemingly . to keep
hopeful.
bur st ing into laughter.
Dudley· Moore tries· hhard
· "All we need is a little more
h
publ1c1·ty," Tub.erty said. "We but can go nowhere wit . t e
just need to make more people script. He has a few funny Imes
that he delivers well. but most
aware ot it.,,
- of the dialogue· sounds as _
·----:-Take One 1s on sale at Town though . it . was written by
and Campus and at the UNH someone in love with his own
prose rather than sorhething ·
bookstore .
spoken by real people.
The other members of the
cast don't do all that great a
job either. Janet Eilber as
Jason's ambitious wife acts like
a board. Frances Sternhagen as
Jason~s pushy .agent manages
.
to be believable.
Rori Liebm·a n acts well as
Phoebe's journalist husband
but is forced to do dumb things
by the script,. When he -hears
Jason and Phoebe hinting that
they've loved each other for
years, ("'mentally copulati-ng"
as he puts it), he tells Phoebe be
is going . on assignment and
maybe never coming back.
~·1 will . always love you,
Phoebe . I· wish you two luck ,"
he says and walks out the door,
Sounds like a Harlequin
Romance.
The pacing is slow. The fade
outs usual!,· -left a full JO
seconds of total blackness on
the screen, making me hope
· that maybe this was the ~nd. I
found myself glancing at my
watc_h halfway through _ th~
movie . .
One of the ·previews before
Romantic Comedy was for .The
Big Chill. I wanted to see it _
again . I should have sneaked in
to see it instead of staying
Celeste Chenet-Monte, Bob Mooney, Richa~d Blackmore, and Julie. Hafner at Tin Palace Jiappy
where I was, because Romantic.
·
hour. (Jim Millard photo)
Comedy was a drag.

Happy Hour Series: .The Tin Palace ·
By Consuelo Congreve
ff you miss the snow and
long for skiing. happy hour at
the . Tin Palace creates a ski
lodge atmosphere.
The Happy Hour at the Tin
Palace Restaurant · is in the
Lounge on the far left side of
the dining room every day from
~-6 p.m.
Th_e room has a big fireplace
that was not lit and lots of small
tables with chairs around them .
There was a couch and chair
· next .to the firep-Jace that
looked cozy and inviting. The
bar had rows of glasses ha hgi ng
over it.
There are beer mirrors and
old Victorian type pictures on
the walls. There are three video
games: Pac- Man. Galagon and
some other sort of space gam·e
that was played by one guy for
about half an hour.
The radio was playing soft
rock but .the bartender put on a
pretty ta pc of John · Lennon
.songs .
I ordered a ·gin and tonic that
was not huge · but large enough
and oot watered down . It had a
PA LACE, page 14
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S-T.V N shows Rockworl d music
videos
By Gwendolyn Gardner
See your favorite musical
pop stars perform on
"Rockworld" in the Seac 0ast
lounge.
Monday -through Friday
from 4:00-5:00 STVN. in
conjunction with the New York
based company Rockworld.
_shows a tape of rock videos.
Heart, Toto, Lionel · Richie,
Elvis Costello, the :Units, and
Modern Romance are a few of
the featured artists .
Every _ week,
s e n ,<;I s

the s e

Rockworld
tapes

to

approximately 350 colle--ges and
universities who subscribe, A
new tape is issued -each 'week.
A "Rockworld" contest asks
audiences to answer a question
by postcard dealing_ with a
fo rt h C O m i n g Vi d e_ci . Fo r
instance, - Wednesday, J .W.
Wagner, the video - jockey,
asked, , "How many times do
you see the dog in Joe Boxer's·

'Just Got Lucky' video?'. The
prizes include river raftingtrips
and Windjammer Caribbean
cruises.
STYN's general manager.
Dennis McCarthy, decided to
begin the broadcasting of
•~Rockworld" last September.
There have been problems
plaguing it. such as technical
difficulties , no sound with the
picture or vice versa. At times
the{ have not been synchro- nized. for ~xample. a guitar
solo with no' picture of a
guitarist.

in the future
"He

would

McCarthy said,

like

to

include

interviews and scenes of the
bands that play at UN H setting
up like the New Models. These
c9uld be half hour soots."
Expansion to the big screen in the MU B Pub is a possibility. "Rockworld" now intercepts
Mick Talbot and Paul Weller (formerly of theJam)ofStyle Council, one of the bands featured
channel 5 following General
·
Hospital at 4:00.
by Rockworld.

--------P ALACE -------<continued from page 13)
nice dry gin taste.
The bartender brought the
drink to my table because since
it was a Wednesday there were
few people there. Waitresses
come in at 5:00 and on Fridays
when there are more peopJe
there are more waitresses.
The mixed drinks are 'priced
low for happy ·hour. There ·are

with blue cheese. and onion ·
15 beers in bottles. imported
rings for 90 cents.
and domestic. and five beers on
The atmosphere was like a
draught.
ski lodge. It was very quiet, but
There is a list of appetizers.
a waitress said that on Fridays
The potato skins ·are crisp.
its much busier. I spent a nice
d~licious. and served with sour
hour op a rainy Wednesday
cream. They cost $ I ;75. There
afternoon there and will keep
are also chicken wings for
the TP in mind for serious
$2 .00. -f ried cauliflower and
mushrooms for ·-$1 .75, $2:~5 _ drinking on a Friday.

Barte"Q<fer Marcie Hernick a~ Tin Palace. (Jim !\fillard photo)

- _ _ _ _ _ _ __.._
TRIAL-HORSES ON
.
.

e abused child
willgrowup

someda~
Maybe.

The· Horsemen's Club is holding an intercollegiate horse show on Nov 12. In the last show, Denny
Emerson, pictured, won first place in the preliminary division. ( Carol Jean Sostman photo) - -

. _- Helpusgetto· __
the heart of die problem. _
Writ~: Prevent Child Abus~_,Box 2866, Cllicag9, Illinois 6069
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--------------A SSAULT----- ---------<continued from page 1)
name) got out of bed and
headed for the bathroom. As
she rounded the corner, she
claims Doherty approached
her from behind ·and pushed
her to . the wall.
"I got frightened and I
naturally reached for · the
ohone." Davis said .
She said Doherty kept saying
he was there to see someone
named "Mary". At the time
Davis did not know a ••Mary"
lived on- the floor.
. ••1 kept · telli-~g him to leave
and telling him I didn't know
the girl," she said. ··1t was
obvious he was on something."
At this pdint Judy Brown
(not her real name), heard the
noise in the hall and got up to
see what was, going on. When
she saw that her floo'rmate was ·
in trouble, she called security.
Doherty was arrested outside
Fairchild for c rim in a I_
tre~~passing. -_

Dover is representing Doherty
When Man-n refused to sign
Doherty could not be
UN H Public Safety -police
reached for comment.
then banned Dohertv from the it, Doherty grabbed her name in this case.
••He doesn't feel he
UN H ca~pus. telling him he tag. At this p·oint Mann called
Sentencing is set for ,
would riced ·written permission the police. He was arrested committed a crime," · Dedopolos said. ••My guess is he will Novemb~r 4, 1983.
to be allowed in a1n (i! the · outside the building.
buildings.
·
Stuart Dedopolos, of the appeal to the Superior Court
But Uoherty didn 't leave. l-le Public Defenders Program in and let the jury hear th~_~a~e."
went to the MUB, police -said.
Rhonda Mann, a building
manager of the M tJ B was
walking by the information
desk when she saw Doherty .
behind the booth . with the
clerk . Mann said she assu-m ed
.
.
· Doherty was the clerk's friend.
··He made suggestive
~ Hands-on Management Experiencef
remarks to me but I ignored it
v' Genuine Growth!
.
and went into the Cat's Closet.
The girls in there told me he
V
Ex·cellent Careerf
wa:s harassing them so · I told
him he had to leave," Mann ·
You re finishing ·'school and looking for the comp~ny and the oppor-

What Does Osco Drug
Have For You?
An

said.

·

·

Mann claims that Doherty
would not leave and told l)er to
sign a piece of paper that s~id,
"Tom Doherty is allowed in
this building."

tunity to t u rn ·yo1., r ed a..Jc~tiAn into ~ s:.ucceu:ful c:;:u-eer in ret;:all
management. Look to Osco Drug : we·re the nation·s fastest growing retail drug chain. And. we·re a progressive and diverse company
with -~- ch<tllengi_ng promotion-from -within policy.
01,.1r Management Trainee· Program offers you valuapIe·merchandlsing experience and the development of supervisory and leadership
skills.
F xpe_rience growth at Osco Drug . Talk to the Osco Representative
visiting your campus to discuss retail management opportunities.
We will be inten•;ewing .on
October 2Stt,. 1983.
Sign up at the Placement .Office .
All majors are welcome. If you are unable to sign up for a_
n interview.
please contact: Director of College Recruiting. OSCO DRUG. INC ..
1818 Swift Drive. Oak Brook. Illinois 60521. We c1re an -equal opportunity employer m /f.

Osco Drug .
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·BOOKSTORE ·
(continued froni page

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD .
ARLENE, I'M 51CK OF THE WITMATCHING MOOl7 YOU'RE IN

'

THE.RE'6 NO
BATTLE OF TME.
INfELLECT6 I-IERE
ANYWAY

3)

Companies receiving bid
specifications were:
---Barnes and Noble of New '
York:
-- Wallace's College and
Union Bookstore Leasing lrom
~
Lexington, K v:

YOU'RE Rl&J.IT. IT WAS KIND

-OF LIKE SWATTING- A FLY
WITH A 0UICK

· Campu; · Services in
Manchester, NH:
- United College Bookstores of Framingham, Mass:
- College Stores Association of Waltham. Mass:
10-J'I

SUBURBAN SUSPENSE

© .1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Brennan College Sen ices
in Springfield, Mass:
- Follett College Stores of

By DA VE TWOMEY
GE€,

f''-!A1<; TOO

BAP I

£/YJ.<(?11,)£.

.

Elmhurst. Ill:
--- Mississippi State Company in Columbia. Mo:
- Nebi·aska Book Company
of Lincoln, Neh:

1

r11A110.VILL r,,4/:.f (lUITE SO~£ r,·,i;E i
8cFoR.£ YOV F1/o/1SH l?EJJ10DE.:..1J.,;6/

- -and . the Durham Book
.
Exchange.
Bids are due Nov. 10 and the
Trustees will hold a meeting
then to discuss the Bookstore
said Art Grant, spokesma·n for
the Trustees.

-~

----cS-· - • ~
-'--1-ER
_ sK
Weckl-nd

B.C.

· $38

5-da~

$87. 75

J--da~·

$5-'

-

Rate includes food
&
lodging per person

By JOHNNY HART
slim.·U•late

Ear.n a free -trip
form a J!roup-l·apacit~ 116
Iron Mountain ll,,11,..,
Rt. 16. ,/mkson NH IU,\,/6

~

f?c_/j
/

CAMPUS
GAME

CENTER
CROSSWORD PUZZL.E
_BLO.O·M COUNTY
By BERKE _· B REATHED
GO ON.
'1Ul- Mf,I PON'T
WOK GRfAT FOR
MY Ar:£ ... 00 ON...

_·· FREE
wo Games Saturda

YOU
(X)N'T.

l-5pm

I

ACROSS

1 Pbsitions
5 letter on a key
10 Tory opponent
14 Mishmash

15Buenos16 Socks
17 1956 EI vis hit
(2 wds.)
20 Questionab le
remedies
21 Lookers
22 luau music-maker
23 Dumbbell
25 -J963 Elvis hit
( 3 wds. )
3 3 - tower
34 Cohort
35 Head! ight setting
36 Eve ning, in new s-

37
39
40
41
42
43

papers
Mr . Po nti
Even
Dined .
Mr. Portes
Gli stened
1958 Elvis hit
(2 wds.)

47 Disencumbers
4H Oriental aLLor ,

Jack 49 Celestial hunter

52 Draws
57 1962 Elvis hit
(3 wds.)
60 Car gayge
61 Fit to be tied
62 Screen Tarzan, Lincol n
63 Having oomph
64 Taunted
!"
65 "B reak DOWN
1 Bathroom
2 Margarine

3 Pre}udice
4 Do past office
work
5 Japanese drama
6 Ca 1ets of Eolorado
.
Springs
7 Certain leader, for
short
8 Swee t 9 Word in JFK phrase
kno1<"
10 " .. . it's 11 Tabled' 12 River to the Elbe
13 Colloids
18 End-of-! et ter
word
19 Like a steeplechase
course

23 Gherkin kin
24 Scandinavian
capital
25 So ng or songstress
26 Mrs. Peron
27 Registered 28 Wrath
29 Defied
30 Language
peculiarity
31 College in Memphis
·
32 German port
37 like most colleges
38 "Woe is me!"
39 Despite, for short
41 "West Side Story"
character
42 Frost's "I Gave
"
Them a 44 With humor
45 The fourth 46 Like some 1i nes
49 Switch positions
50 Debauchee
51 Holly
52 Pequod's skipper
code
53 54 Prison part
55 Domesticate
56 Gompo nent of L.A.
air
58 Hairpiece
59 Prefix for. cycle

CROSSWORD ANSWERS; page 15

1

IN FACT; I {)/fJN T
11JRN 5/X ~AR5 OU?

1HE, (JfH€,R PAY....
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111/RNEP
5/X Y€AR5
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1-5pm only
...

one coupon per day
per person
Valid Thru 10/2/ 83
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CLASSIFIED

WANTED Technicians needed for set-up
Thank God It's Friday! Start the weekend
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY LIZA!!! Have a
and take down of bands in the MUB . No . right by
BEWARE: Dracula- Cs on the loose and
enjoying lunch at today 's MUB
great day, blow your paycheck, go wild,
experience needed, but preferred.· , GRUB: homemade
likes those shoulders!!
eggplant parmigiana,
and remember us. Love, Amy, Jen,
Contact Tom Anderson at MUSO, Rm.
fish florentine, and chocol 9te gateau are
Took a big bite out of yours, Sue, didn't he?
Jo·a nne, Julie.
148 of the MUB. Must h-ave work study.
•
Cozy 2 bedroom duplex located near Bow
just some of the enticing dishes made
A -4: What a bunch of lushes!
Lake in Strafford, N.H. 20 minutes from
The 1984 Granite: have you ordered it
fresh today . Don't miss it! See you at the
WANTED : Technicians needed for''set - up
Durham . Faculty, staff, graduate students
yet? Forms are available in the Granite
Happy hour on Friday- Are you up for it ',
and take down of bands in the MUB. No
MUB. Nancy.
or professional people. $325.00 pus
office, the Commuter Center, and the . Marc?
experience needed but preferred. Contact
Many thanks to the Sisters of I Felta
utilities Call 664-9547 or 664-9009 after
MUB info desk. Freshmen, sophomores,
Tom Anderson at MUSO, Rm . 148 of the
I don't know, why don't you check in the
Thigh ... Bids Night was a Blast! Love, a
5 00
and juniors must fill out the form and send
MU_B M,ust nave work study .
Ghetto?
pledge .
in $6 .00. Seniors do not have to fill out the
Has anybody seen an attractive man
Monkey: You are the best! You 're a great
form or send in the $6., DEADLINE:
wearing a pind and green polyester sca r f?
cook too. Everything you do blows me
OCTOBER 21 .
If you do, NUKE him!
away. Nine weeks left. Hang in there. The
Sarv~eund Repaws
Jeff: so you can hear but you can't talk?
best is ·yet to come! I love you! M&M .
Have you had any wild Thursday nights
FOR . SALE Hand Stitched, Genuine
Hi
Jane, just wanted to let you know how
WHIMPY! Hope you don 't mind if I desire
lately? (fl & C, D. P. & C). You a fat!! Hand in
Electronic repair : Expert service on
Indian Leather Jacket . Never used . Also,
much I appreciate the personals you put
my Danish deli~ht enough to bend the
there. Love, Eb and Leo .
computer
and
stereo
equipment.
Factory
leather overcoat . Call · Ram at 2-3208 or
in for me. It rea_
l ly makes my day to know
rules of Catholicism ... Love, HUGS!
authorized repair center for epson dotRosalie, I've noticed you from afar . Will
868 -9809 and leave message
yo1:1 have nothing better to do .on Patty's
matrix printers & specializir.ig in
THE NICHE COFFEEHOUSE had its first
you share with me the rest of my life? Will
production
nights than slander your
1975 Toyota Celica St Coupe, new paint,
Northst a r , Zenith and TRS-80
season last semester. Eve r y Saturday
you have my baby? signed Johnny Angel.
favor'ite brat. Just remember, revenge is
exhaust, brakes and radials, 33 mpg on
microcompute rs . A-B serial switch.es
night throughout the spring ·it provided
sweet
and
comes
when ¾OU least expect
Stop
being
such
recent tune up, only 68,000 miles,
a crab
$75 .00. Call fi eld technical service at
the UNH community with an
it. / ,m·,•, Carol
practical first car . Asking $1500.00 . For
603 -664-5058.
I'm not a crab, are you?
entertainmen t alternative- -a place to visit
more info . call Mark at 868 -5241 or see it
Boy, production nights are really fun
with friends in a relaxed .atmosphere
Fiddle , banjo, guitar lessons from
I'm not a crab
at 25 Main St., across from the pos t office.
when- you have nothing to type (except
while enjoying homemade goodies -and
professional player . 659-2658.
porc
o nalo ). B oy• om I glo d I' m lc:ov i11y ea r ly
...l
i mmv, ma v bo oomotirnc .::,oo n aft t t yu u
tho talont of local mu s ic ian :>. If y 1:,u vvuull.1
Sears Refrigerat or - Exce ll ent C onditi o n ,
CALLIGRAPH Y : .. .personalized lettering
tonight.
recover from your illness we could get
like to see that happen again, come to an
12 .9 cu ft ., approx 6 years old, $125.00
don e for invitations, signs , posters,
together . Your loving groupie, Katie
ORGANIZATIO NAL MEETING, THURS.
or Best Offer, 8-3 :30 p.m . 2-1428 / Janet .
Patty, hope your nose is better before
· stationery , etc. · Make a specialized
Oct. 20 at 1 :00 p.m. in Devine Recreation
Todd gets here this weekend so you can
If the music at your last party lost its taste,
1.9 75 Toyota Celica St . Coupe , new paint,
keepsa·ke unique for you and the
Room
Rm
.
7L.
smell
the flowers~and tell him . how ni'ce
try
another
flavor
..
.
MUSIC
ON
WHEELS!
exhaust, brakes and radials , 33 mpg on
occasion . Contact Holly (after 6 :00 p.m.)
they smell. (It's OK, me and Lisa smell
For rates call John at 749-31'33.
recent tun e up, only 68,000 miles,
·
ATTENTION EXCHANGE STUDENTS
742-9299 .
theni
for you every day). - Have a good
practi cal· first car, asking $1500.00 . For
PAST AND PRESENT: Now that I have
Nanc & Ter - You guys owe us how many
9 to 5 secretarial service. Professional
weekend in the mountains and try not to
more info . call Mark at 868-5241 or see .it
your attention ... we ' re having a
visits now? Beantown awaits your arrival
typing and word processing student
get
your
cold back. Carol
at 25 Main St. across from the.post office .
meeting / charades party Tuesday, Oct.
for a 'Halloween Bash. Just don't come as
papers . Resume service . 1 BString B,ridge,
18th at 28 YOUNG DRIVE at 8 p.m . Lots to
HI SKATE! Want to get a big chill this
eggrol ls - we might not _recognize you out
Sears Refrigerator - Excellent Condition,
Exeter, N.H. (603) 772-9585 .
·
discuss and sign up for so please be
weekend? Come see the Big Chill with us
of your shells! Thanx for the fun time .
12.9 cu ft ., approx. 6 years old, $125 .00
Wil l do housecleaning in Dover, Durham
there ... bring munchies and stay awhile!
Saturday night . Let me know. Jucie
Miss you! Luv, Peaches & Cream.
or Best Offer, 8 -3 :30 p.m . 2-1428 / Janet
area. References cal l 692 -4736 or 698- .
Take it from a true fester--if ever did a
I'm sure up for Happy Hour today, but this
The 1984 Granite: have you ordered it
FOR SALE Hand Stitched, Genuin e
5760.
fester fest, th is one has superfest is much
week I hope I get home sooner than
yet? Forms are available in the Granite
• Indian Leather Jacket. Never used . Also,
more than a fest and a fest is much more
office, the Commuter Center, and the . Saturday afternoon so I can do .~0/lll'WOrk
leather overcoat . Call Ram at 2-3208 .
than a party, so come fest with the boys at
this weekend.
MUB info. desk. Freshmen, Sophomores
FRAME LESS PACK 3 ye ar old Wi ldthings
Superfest, and bring your cheek .-- Doonz.
and Juniors must fill out the form and
Personals .
.
Juice, what about me? Can 't I get a Big
High Volume (5000 in :l) Expedition Pack
send
in
$6.
Seniors
do not have to fill out
C. Joyce uses stayfree mini pads.
Chill too this weekend? Carol
in GREAT shape . Too many features-to list
the form or send' in the $6. DEADLINE:
Valuable piece ot gold j~welry with
in an overpriced class . ad ... Come see this
Hey Dennis, Mike, Buffy, Mark B. , Stoney,
I hear Juice gives everyone the big chill
October 21 .
amethyst (purple) stone was lost . If found
great deal - $80!! Call Phil at 659-5145 ,
Jennifer, and L:ee F! I'll bet you don't read
call 868-1849 '-REWARD .
Is Dennis really huge?
. Hey Anita - J4st wanted to thank you for
or · 3 Central , #2R , Newmarket
persona ls!---the ghost of Paul M.
MISSING! Have you see n my cat ? She 's
b_e ing the greatest Mom anyone could
Julie is tired from doing schoolwork ,mt
1977 Chevy Monza No rust , 75k mi ., 4
A.
Pinney:
I'm
really
sorry
about
the
way
I
about 6 months oJd , small , black with·lighr
ever have . Bids night was wild and
partying!! Just let that be said in her
cyl, 4 speed , $895.00. ruris like· a champ '
acted Friday night (10 / 7) . I know I was a
Sundae vi/as great! Every Chi-0 should
stripes . She is wearing a light red collar
.defense .
Calf Wayne at 659-2377 .
real jerk to you then just like all the other
have a door like mine. You 're a special
and has been missing since last w eekend.
Only Cindy really knows
times. All I can say now is that I'm truly
person and I love you for it . · -Your
If you have seen her or know where she is,
1974 Gran Tor ino : Great runnin g 302
sorry ·and that I hope I can make it up to
daughter.
·
engin e; c1ir shocks ; chrome side pipes; _please call 868 - 1772.
Buffy - Hey Ii I sis get psyched for some
you someday, somehow. Hope things go
38-,.000 miles; body in excellent condition ;
great times with DZ. Love, your Big Sis.
Support-Grou p for victims of rape and .
C. - Proposal withdrawn . I didn't know
well at CHI 0. Still friends? D.C.
.
6d series tire s in gear; 721 radials in
about the other woman
sexual assault meets Tuesdays, 12:30-2
Why are you always sitting next to me
fr ont . Must sell car fo r re nt money;
Tom: Happy 4th neighbor . Can't wait to
p.m., Counseling and Testing Center.
typ ing?
Jane & Chris - Can 't wait to meet those
$1,600 or~ o 7fi.9-9501 (keep trying) .
trip through the leaves this weekend .
Further
info., tall . Ellen Becker, 862German sailors! Will somebody please
Maggie, thank you for the ride
Love Crik.
2090.
1980 Yamaha 650 Special II. Good
orde r some. decent weather for Sat.?
·
condi t ion, ve ry dependable, grea t on gas.
Linda, I rather like D3 afterall. I think it is
German
Club
Meeting
Bruce
Sweetheart,
Tuesday,
Oct.
Darling,
11
Pumpkin Pie
the french bit of your talk . Oh well , how is
Kimby-cake : Beef jerky, panties on d irt
· Black, custom handle bars and seat . Ba ck .
at
7
p.m.
in
Murkland
I
love
you!
Hall
XXOO
in
the
-German
Bruce?
Is he getting his morning milk?
roads,
Hatchi
grunts,
res_t and rack. $1100 .00. Call Alana, 868FREEP, Co-ed
· Lounge.
second floors unapproved, SCIENCE,
9767. 2- 1644, rm. 21
.. .
,,
Paul -Congratulat ions on the Big 2-0!!!!
Julie _looks very tired, perhaps the
Stroker Ace, Yahtzee, Kahlua and milk,
Raiders of the Lost Ark comes_ to UNH ~ . weekends take their toll afterall.
Let 's always keep t.be ct,am ~ gne_., li:l,e ulah, I could live on it; Peanut M&M's,
1 962 Comet 2: do0r . runs good body in
_ th ,s weekend. See Raiders this Friday and
·
go ◊d cond ition :· P6 cyl inder standard } flowing! {I'll bring the - ~-tra.w s.!P ;Leite
b'a reback, warks, deep in the West. Twins
Saturday evening at 7:30 and 9:30 for
What did she rJo all weekend?
. transmission $6 .00. or best offer. Call · always, Kath P.S. Happy one and a half
with. the same name. So .excited you're
only $1 .00. Corne early to get seats .
Hmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm ?????
years .. .. and , of cou.rse , Happy Ten
after 7 00 p.m . 742-8630 DOVER .
here . Get ready for a FUN weekend. I Jove
Another Area Ill Programming Board
Months!! XOXOXOXO
ya, Can-Can.
Hello Jim, why are you still here? Don't
Presentation .
1 978 Datsun 200SX, 2 door, one owner,
Mike C., John G., and Mike C: So sorry
you have something better to do?
good condition ; call_431-9536 .
He Id,i: Thanks for being my constant . I'd be
Sounds like a good time, but where is it??
abou t your morning wake up on
a mess without you. You're the best thing
·1 hate staff personals.
If interested call the Area Ill Programming
Vital information about "UFOs" booklet
Wednesday. It won't happen again . ..l'm
I have in my life and there is no way that I
Board?
con'densed from thesis--sophi sticated
sorry . AJP .
Thank you Carol
could ever express how happy and lucky I
intelligence ·analysis. Ask for WHAT YOU
Happy 20th Birthday Paul! I hope it's a
Calvin Klein Man : we ·ve been watching
Beth : keep going, Tuesday is com_ing
feel to have you. So I'll just say I love you
NEED TO KNOW at Town & Campus , or
good one. Now I can take you out to
you, and cannot understand.ho w you can
and want to be with you.
send $3.00 to author (John Oswald, P.O.
celebrate. And I'll even DANCE the night y~~ ·would g~t t~
sit through endless Myth lectures with
Box 652, Hampton , N.H. 03842). Arrange
away with you! (Believe it) Happy B-Day
the end of the personals and not see your
Zayre Sneaker Man . However, we forgive . Swense, Gander, and crew: Thanks for all
free group meeting with au t ho r (write, or
your Phi Kappa Theta help on Parent's
Love ya, Theresa
name? Have a good weekend. Hope we
you and still th ink you're on Adonis .
call 926-6395 after 6 30 p.m.).
Weekend. Congratulatio ns on all your
can get together to uhm ... well you know .
58 Main .. .the place to crash. Thanks, and
To the VALLEY BOY of Hampton Beach!
new pledges! You're great! Love, Rae.
Spice.
FOR SALE 1981 Chevette, 2 dr. 60,000
·
Matty, see ya .at the TP for P&P ON YOU
Are you that terrified of talk ing to me, nof
miles. Blue good cond ition . $2400.00,
PEDRO and GEORGIE ·PORGIE: LOST:
when the "Phillies" win the World Series.
to
acknowledge
my letter? All I want to do
call 207-439-601 4 anytime
One answering ·to the name of Aldo. If
Love, Frank Avaruche (candidate for
is talk, not bite off your head!--the 18 year
□-~-~~i~,- ·it·;;.;~-~-~~-~i~~~f
found he knows nothing but the BEAR
Mayor, 1983).
1976 Datsun 710 am l fm 8 track 3 spare
old (now 19) P.S. Erin keeps asking about
·minimum! 2 Shy.
night. Did it seem lik_e old times? We got
tires. Good condition, needs brak.e work .
·
Tongues were not made tobe put in ears,
you (it's your own fault for paying
$1100 or' b.o. 742-8695.
were they?
~~~- -~-~. _1.~ _:_~_()P.~: J~?t .-~~~'. ..h_ll ~: .. ... ... .... ... ..
attention to her!)
To the Goddesses of Hitchcock 2nd: You
two are wicked awesome ;· but do some
SUPERFEST '83 is here! Saturday,
1975 Honda. Good ·engine. Handyman 's
Sven-Jill wants you!! (t-.nd you too, Larry!)
TASHA: You are the best looking member
real running . Betsy ,- lose the pillow--little
October 15th at 8 :30 pm at the Club 109.
special $350 or best offer . Call Lisa 431of the I ii/a .\/aria.
Hey - How do we get i[1 touch with those
Don't miss the entertainm ent
poofta, taken the Kari-Van for a drag
1969.
Carol & Lisa : Hi, we miss you being just
lately? Mary, don't forget the tent next · NICE guys who used to work for MUB
extravaganza of the season. That's
1977 Plymouth Arrow standard · shift
info?
down the hall. Any more big bashes
time. Love, the B .Q's of Hitchcock 2nd.
hatchback . Good condition . New exhaust
planned for the near future? See ya, ·Love
FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELORS: Meet
system , new battery. Snow tires inc luded.
& Kisses, Cin & Kath .
in Alexander Hall Parking Lot at 7:00 p.m.,
Asking S1900. Call Jean 868-2027
MDF : THANKS!! Have I told you lately that . tonight for the Banquet. Formal attir.e
I think you 're wonderful? Well--you are!
required--it is a banquet after all. '83
Maybe someday I'll cook foryou--ifyou 're
Execs. ·
nice! Love ya. CJA.
He -Want_e
Ip
d
Sharon: Where are ya? It's October 14th
Kathy: Is it nice having a semi-single?
and you haven't even seen my pictures
Even though it is an awesome
yet! I hope you had a great birthday
Wanted : Technicians needed for set-up
room ... here's to a great rest of the
yesterday. Stop by soon! Heidi.
and take down of bands in the MUB . No
semester! Cin .
experience, but it is preferred . Contact
FRIENDS: . The next best thing to
Tom Anderson at MUSO Rm . 148 of the
Paul : {the only one in X-sen whose name
champagne celebrations!! How's that for
MUB . Work study needed.
no one seems to be able to remember).
an original line? Al)d do we have a lot to
The beach was great last weekend! I'm
celebrate! We have each other as friendsCLASSIFIED ... HELP WANTED SKI
most definitely looking forward to ,
-you've all shown me what the meaning
INSTRUCTORS . ALPINE: 2 Supervisors,
tonight's
escapade.
of
I'll try to control
"good friends" is--Gretchen, Bob,
full & part time instructors. NORDIC 1
myself and not dance in the middle of the
Barb, and Tim . Thanks especially for your
Touring Di rector, full . & part time
street, or on top of the car, on on the
visit AND the ice cream on Tuesday nightinstructors . Cal'! orwrite ... GunstockAre a .
rocks ... Happy 20th! Make, it a good one! !
-you guys are great and I love ya all!! And
Attn . Sharon Wor k man . POB 336,
Hugs and smooches, A.
Gretchen: Congrats on making the crew
Laconia , -N.H. 03247. 603-293-4341 .
team--do
I get invites to ·all the parties?!?
Kathy L: Please come home' UNH needs
USDA -FORE.ST SERVICE, Concord -Mast
And Bob: good luck in all your interviews!
you more than San Diego! Hope all is well
Jids . Durham has the folowing college
{did you go buy shoes yet?!?) Tim and
with windsurfing and Hollywood. When 's
work study pos itions avai Iable Data
Barb Hope you survive all your rush
your movie being released? Write soon ,
ana lysis asst. 1 ea.; aide 1 ea.; Card punch
activities!!
Have a GREAT happy hour
Lisa XXOO .
op·e rator 1 ea. ; Laboratory aid 4 ea.; If
tonight in the "swinging single " (can the
interested, please contact Financial Aid
l<im and Amelia: Beth and ML are coming
bed hold 2 people?) I just may make it yet!
Office . Positions are posted on Job Board
up on the 21st and we ' li go wild !
If not, there 's always next week ... until
Memories of our past two years . Get
CLASSIFIED .. HELP WANTED Sl<I
then , thanks again for being the
psyched for a wild weekend! Love, Lisa .
INSTRUCTORS. ALPINE 2 Supervisors,
wonderful people you are ... Love, Brenda .
full & part time instructors . NORDIC : 1
Touring Director . Full & part time
instructors . Call orwr ite .. .GunstockAre a
At t n Sharon Workman . POB 336 ,
Laconi a, N.H: 03247 . 603 -293 -4341 .
Help Wanted : Amature photographer is
looking · for femal e mode ls to pose for
Gl amour, Swimsuit , Ling erie and nude
photos. Pay range $4,to SB per hour. You
will receive a minimum of 2 hrs. pay per
sitt in g. A l l photos WILL NOT be offered for
sale, unless you request that they be sold .
For an application ·write : Photo, PO. Box
32 , N. Hampton, N.H. 03862. All inquiries
are confidential.
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1s more than just a
SAFC Chair person!

He's. a birth day boy!

HAPP Y

BIRT HDAY
LANI E!

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/ year round .
Europe, S . Amer., Australia , Asia. All
fields $500-$1200 monthly · Sightseeing . Free info. Write IJC Box 52-NH
Corona Del Ma r, CA. 92625.

WHO LOVE S
YA?
GUES S WHO??

Happ y Birth day
STEV E!.
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AWARENE SS

( continued from page 3)
said.·
beginning of the year.
"In fairness to the students,
Gowen would not comment
further on the arrests saying he there were a lot of non-student
did not wish to create "any pre- types there along with· minors
and some juv€niles," he said.
. trial prejudice."
Andrea Foster, a resident of
Next year ,"we'll( probably)
still have a p,ilrty," despite the . 34 Young Drive who has been
actions taken by the police and arrested, sai·d she thought the
the _University this ye~r, Gowen police made Young Drive a

(continued from page 3)
"special concern" of their's.
Gowen said "the persons
there are no special concern 9f
ours, just the group activities".
Any prejud·ice against · people
living on Young Drive was
'"completely unfounded."

Alcohol Advisory Committee
and In-Service Training
Program focused on educating
faculty, staff, students and
townspeople about alcohol and
_
chemical related problems.

Six workshops were held
One woman, who ·wished to
including forums on mixing
both alcoholic and ·non- remain anonymous, said she
alcoholic beverages , dealing . attended the . conference
with alcoholic parents and A /coho/, the Body and
preventing student alcohol Behavior because of her son.
.. I consider him an ·
problems..
alcoholic, '¼he said.

1nm series oresents...

Assistance programs for
people with alcohol problems
were discussed as well as how to
identify those with alcohol
related problems.

The bartending dem·onstration was aimed at teaching

7:00 & H:30
\dmission: $1.00

KISS fflE DEAD.LY

appropriate use of alcohol in
drinks, said Steven Dieleman,
co-chairman of the Alcohol
Advisory Council. It also
explored the immediate effects
of drinking alcohol and party
planning to orevent problems .

Dieleman said,'" 1 was totally
impressed with the show. It far
exceeded my expectations.
However,_a one day thing is not
the final solution. It draws a
focus cm what we're doing." ·

We can ...
remove unsightly hair from below
the skin line with our all natural Hair Remover
It ·1eaves skin silky smooth and discourages
regrowth.

Sunday,October 16th
Strafford Room
In the .MUS

Prices:

Ralph Meeker is a perfect Mike Hammer
in the moody, fast and violent adaptation of ,the
Mickey Spi-Uane novel. Years ahead of it's time,
a major influence on the Frenche New Wave directors
.a nd one of Aldricn's best .f ilms.

Eyebrows $5 .00-$8.00
Upper Lips $5.00
Sideburns $5.00

35 Main St.
Durham
phone 868-7051

THE
WORLD
IS
YOUR
CAMPUS

NIPP ;~
El Gato

v~
.

~ ·

,..· ·:"~

".~ ~:. ~

.

..,.··
TWO AROUND-THE-W ORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR
Adult
Ed].Jcation
Programs
also
available

Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida,-with stops in South America;
Africa, South Asfa and the Orient. nwairts Seattle·
·in September with stops in the Orient, So'~th Asia, '
the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full
semestci· acad'emic program and s u pporting field experiences. This one semester, full

credit experience is available · to qualified students from all accredited colleges and
universities.

Entertainme nt: Scratch and Sniffl

More than 60 voyage rcla~ed uni\.crsity courses . Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other le~'ding u niversities. augmented by vis it ing area experts.
Optional tours. ·inc luding special tours int_o the People\ Republic of China. avai lab le.

Mexican ·& Ame-rican Food
Hours 11 :30-2:00 lunch
4:30-9:00 dinner

· Entertainmen t Tues. _thru Sat.

· Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color. race or creed. The S.S. Un iverse is
fully air-conditioned. 18.QOO ton s. reg istered in Liber ia a nd bu ilt in America.

Financial aid is available to qualified students
868-9691 .

Representative will beJn the MUB at lunch this week.
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FRIDAY~
Women's Cross Country vs. U Conn w / Southern
Maine, 3:30 p.m.
SATURDA YFootball vs. Lehigh, l p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Rhode Island, 12 noon
Women's Tennis vs. Rhode Island, 12 noon
V olley~all at Penn v-.:I -George Mason,
SUNDAY~
Soccer vs. Vermont, 2 p.m.
.
-Men's Cross Country at Providence Invitational
lVIONDAY -

-Nothing -scheduletj
The soccer team Will host Vermont SundaY ,2pm.(John Litster file photo) (Jim Millard file photo)

-WAL SH<continued from page 20)

/

,

y ankee Confe rence

UNH and her lacrosse coach
.. can only see her getting
better."
·s tand_ings
.. My expectations are always
going to be· positive because
·_ Team
Amy has such a positive
Rhode Island
personality." Didio says.
Boston U niversily
Amy is described by her - Connecticut
coaches and _ teammates as
Massachusetts
being very _independent and
Maine
being a very dedicated.
New Hampshire
enthusiastic. confident team
member. She is able to excel in
schoolwork and still finds time
· to be a floor representative for
her -dorm.
''A.my has an ideal
combination of characterist_ics," -says -Coach McCurdy. -"We're very pleased to have her
at UNH."

Yankee
-Con.
W-L
2-0
2-0
1-0
0-1
0-2
0-2

Ov~tall
W-L-T
4-1-0
3-2-0
2-3-0
1-4-0 2-2-0 -

2-J-O

66
50
92
113

87
82
82
98
106
99

-UNH t3:kes on Lehigh
Sat. at Cowell-S tadiinn, ··1-PM~

-----C AUC US - --<continued from page I) _ -

John Step-hen said.
Stephen also said that 12
students will be working at the
convention, but that rriany
more can do volunteer work.
Earlier ·_ in , the day, the
Durham town clerk had said
that -only students on the last
registration list would be
allowed to vote. Since man\'
recently registered students
weren't yet on that list, many
were excluded fr.om participating. according to DSO cochairman John Roberge. "This
.has nothing to do with the town
clerk," said Roberge. "it only

has to do with the Democratic
Caucus."
_
Elected as delegates were:
Patricia Ober.Frank McCann,
Lydia Willits. Sam·uel Rosen,
and Sarah Voll.
Elected as alternates were:
Mary Rosen, Sarah Dingle,
Kim Kayser, M_argaret
Tillinghast, and_ Eugene
Tillock.
Town representatives were:
Chairman George Dugan,
unopposed: Vice-chairman
John Roberge, unopposed: and
Secretary/Tre asurer Tereas
Tillock. unopposed .

.

~-f.SPOITSSHOlll-The UN H field hockey team wa_s ranked 6th in NCAA
Division I this week, by a National coaches poU. The Wildcats
(.8-2-1) will take on Rhode Island this Saturday at home at 12
noon.

Hall -of Fame
The UN H 100 Club will induct 17 new members into its
Hall ·o f Fame. The Second Annual Awards Dinner and Hall
of Fame Induction Ceremony will be staged Oct. 14. on the
eve of the Lehigh football game. • _
-

Honorab le ·Mention
UN-H recei-ve-r-and tunning .6a,ck Andre Garro-Awas naIT1~d
Honorable mention Yankee Conference player of the week.
Garron had four to_uch~~wns against Bucknell Saturday.

UNH Wild cats
play
Verm ont
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Sports
Tennis women fall to PC, 5-4
. By Kathy Johnson
The women's tennis team
lost a very close match to a
tough Providence College team
Tuesday, 5-4.
A cold crowd gathered to.
watch the final set of the #6
single's match which wo~ld
decide which team would wm.
UNH's Wendy Crowe lost to
Maureen McGarry in the third
set, 7-6 (7-2), 2-6, 6--2, allowing
Proyidence to edge out UNH .

'"Depending on freshmen is
tough, it puts pressure on the
veterans," said UN H coach
Russ McCurdy. "Half the
· players in . this match were
freshmen. Providence also had
some good players."

Amy Walsh, who is still
undefeated in the # l position,
defeated Providence's Michelle
Landreth in straight sets, 6-2, 62. '~She played a very good
match against a very good
playe,r," said McCurµy.
Ann G. Sherer overpowered
· her opponent winning 6-2, 6-0
in a quick match in the #5 spot.
Lee Robinson, Sharon Gibson,
and Shelley White all lost their
singles matches.
In doubles, UNH fared a
little better as they won two of
the three matches. In the #I
spot, the team of Chris Stanton ·
and Dianna Fischer combined
to win 6-3, 6-1, _using a mce

array of shots. Lisel Banker and Marney Dean proved their
ability as a team in the #3 spot,
defeating their opponents 6-4,
6-1.
.
The #2 . doubles tearri . ·o f
Hilary Branch and Cornelia
Sullivan lost 7-6, 6-2 after a
tough battle against the
Providehce team.
·
.''There were a combination
of things that caused us to
lose,'.' said Coach McCurdy,
"but we can play better than
that as a team."
The team is now 5-2 and their
next home game is Saturday,
against. Rhode Island, at 11:30
a.m.
! •

UNH Player Profile

he women's tennis team lost
,Tuesdsay.(Bob Fisher file photo)

to

Amy Walsh at the top of her game
By Kathy Johnson

friends, teammates, and would be an accomplishment
has things that they're good at." -to psych out t-he other's team,
In the fall, you can find Amy . ·coaches.
Amy's lacrosse teammate things they now do together.
to make it !~- th~--~~i:n.i -finals .
· Walsh wearing her Lacrosse
Currently, Walsh is
White also stres~ed how hard
Amy's tennis coach, Russ . and fellow cookie maker, Mary
sweatshirt on the tennis court, undefeated in the top-seeded McCurdy, says she's "a very Ellen Claffey. says that Amy is Amy works .for her achievedisplaying the competitive style position in singles with a record nice person in addition to being proud of her accomplishments. men ts. "She worked for
that has established her as an of 7--0. Last vear she lost only a gifted athlete." He says that but that she is always looking · everything." says White .
1·1
extraordinary athlete at UN H. one match · in the regular her enthusiasm is a big help to ahead to the next challenge.
have to work hard at
In the spring, you can find season, compi!ing a winning the team because "a good # I Claffey feels that Amy pllfys schoolwork," says Walsh-.
Amy making cookie copies of record of 10- 1. In the New player helps to strengthen the . intelligently because she · is . "Playing a sport makes it easier
her lacrosse opponents for her England's, she made it to the . team."
always preparing for the next to manage my time more
teammates to mutilate before a quarter_ finals, losing to the
Along with playing tennis, match or the next play. not efficiently ."
game. Whatever the season i~, . same Dartmouth player who Walsh played a starting dwelling· ori her past
·"She's a late-night studier,"
. you can be sure that she 1s defeated her in the ·regular position on the lacrosse team as accomplishments.
· her roommate laughingly
giving the 100% effort that she season. This vear she would . a freshman. "Amy is an
Walsh, along with four of her added.
is known so well for by _her like to win, but feels that it
When she's not busy playing
intelligent athlete who thinks . tennis teammates, is a native of
about her play," says Marisa Grosse Pointe, Michigan . She teMis; Amy enjoys hiking,
Didio, the women's lacrosse was eager to come east to camping, _a nd "just about
coach. "She is a poised athlete college and chose UN H over · anything you do outdoors."
and contributes to the total · B.C. One of her teammates and There's a lot more to her life
hometown cronies, Shelley than just sports, she says. In her
· team.''
One feature of Amy's White. says that Amy takes scrapbook are pictures of he·r
personality that stands out is pride in what she does and hang gliding which. she tried
her modesty . Her roommate , enjoys doing it. White thinks of last year because it seei:ned ·
Sue McGaunn, claims "I didn't Amy more as a team member "dangerous". She also enJoy_s.
even know she was on the than as an individual player wnung prose and she keeps a
tennis team until 1 had known because "the tearri is a group . journal. She plans to maj or in
We do things outside of tennis English with a minor in
her for a while ."
Economics.
"I like being singled out," which makes it fun."
Amy and Shelly didn't go to
Being a sophomore, Amy
says Amy ... but it\ really a
team effort when we win . I'm high school together but still has two and a half years at
not any more specia l than rem.ember being rivals. They"
anyone else because everyone joke a bout the tactics they used WALSH, page 19
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Amy Walsh is UNH's number one singles player. She is
undefeated this season.(Bob Fisher file photo)

-

·-·

This week's guest is Bob Lobel, Sports Anchor for WBZ-TV in Boston. Last week the Old
Grad lost to interim President Gordon Haaland who had a 6-1 record.
·
.
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